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BURRILL NATIONAL BANK

plies

MEEK

service

Hprclmen ballot
Mhlit waists lost
W»|i»f Power of Maine
J A Haynes Groceries
Experienced houarkeeper wanted
Notice of foreclosure—lesae K Mitchell
Probate notice—Wellington P Hlack
—Clarinda M Jordan et ala
Caution notice— Llewellyn P Carter

home of

M

Liberty Loan Subscribers
Cut your M*y 1,*> Interest coupons if you have not done
so,
also all .June 16 interest coupons NOW.

AT KUJWOHTH

In

sve urge and recommend your exchanging for Thrift and!
War Savings stamps, a Safe lie-investment and a Patriit NOW.

Rev. Arthur

effect, May HO, 1918.

Week Day a.
From Wrbt-7.11 a m; 4.29 p m.
From East—11.08 a m; 5.4^ and 10.52 p m
GO.32 mail not distributed until following

Mail coupons if you can't call.

you detach your matured coupons from
Moods ,your m >ney is not easing
compound
iuterest.
Don't overlook this imiKirtant feature.

MAILS

C LOS

R

a

5.10 and
4.00 p ni.

m;

m;

Arrives from the west '.11

a

Registered mail should be

Feed

an

unusual opportunity is offered farmers and stockowners to
ak< • material saving by feeding cottonseed meal. 1 have received
lags of this meal, and am able to make a low price;

WEATHER

Banner of the Free” is the title of the exercise, which includes poems, recitations
and an elaborate
banner-building by

Cloaca for

eleven young
morning and

ending

at

midnight.]

Temperature

$2.90

alto received 400 bushels of

Wed
Thurs
Fri

Pure
bushel

a

Agricultural

Lime,

carload

pounds,

Kinds--

juat

50—

58—
58-

585255—

67—

48-

66-

7058-

a

for the

summer.

Arthur Thorsen

Carroll

returned

BIJOU THEATRE
F-k.L-l.OWS

SO

J. H.
the

l_DI INI Q

I

*I>A\. June 1- Francis X. Huahruan in the 6-act play, “The Voice
Metro.
I
M 1 dan in the 7-act comedy, “Hid Broadway
-i'A\ Jane 13
J 'Bm
Adraneeion to tbit picture, 10 and ‘JO cents.
V. Jana II
Alloa Brady in the Vact play, “Betsy Koes.”
f lonertear*.

Juik
Item

14

play, “The Heart of

H- »«*rt Warwick in tba 6-act

at

home from

furlough.

Brown, with infant son,

Sunday

to her home in Madison.

Macombcr has

safe

Camp

arrival

of

received

his

news

Donald

son

of
in

France.

N»

"

is

short

on a

Mrs.

OOD

a

Also War Nee*.

Mr. and Mrs. Merrill K. Head are receiving congratulations on the birth of
a daughter.
The ladies of the Methodist society will
have a cooked-food sale at their vestry

Saturday

next
A
last

afternoon.

Ellsworth

visited

moose

Friday night, crossing

M. H. Smith

on

time

some

the

garden of

High street.

enjoyable dancing party was held
at Columbus hall Saturday evening. Music
was furnished by Miss Christina Doyle.
An

Oterland and

Will)# knight Cars.

SECOND-HAND
>>>
in»ia truck with extra tlra, »H
► “id tour i«f car, k<»k1 c ndttion.
c»
l,* mere ear. in g »»l condition.
■

y

party of about twenty members of
Sedgwick high school alumni had a
banquet at the Merry Mack Saturday
evening.

Henry

Bussell

Warren, with his
daughter, Mrs. Dana Smith, spent a few
days the past week with his
brother,

CARS
(rood condition.

l':.(lBrn car, in good condition.
t»
i. nea iirea, electric starter, newly

L.

of

Austin K. Bussell.

painted.

-PUBLIC AUTO SERVICE!sti.ruge itoom for Fifty Cars
Tel. 125-3

'treat, Kllawortli, Me.

L.

Thursday.
Hooper, who

has

an

instructor in

the school of

arrived home last

PAPER

WALL
with vary email change in
■r

■

h are

priori except

signed

Hath room and Oatmeals

laea than last year.
FLAGS

AMERICAN

SERVICE FLAGS

Vwe beasaag a»e* adtssced U per cent teire in April. The government—the
Every oflicial building
Mai kayer recommenda iae use of c .inn t untitig.
Vseaieatea giaphape eestwa healing dag* taviaeiMa buninnr, all last color, same
Bee them
**•*• aed
appeareare aa weal, doek*e warp and tluitig, and much cheaper.
*-w

aerial

as

on a

naAire

furlough.
Thorsen of

Luther

cupying
Foster

Leach, who

A.
the

on

bouse

Main

Optometrist

to VS

Saturday

65

inclusive

cdnesday

▼ •liphone

Oak St.

I4S-II

street,

has

High

on

been

oc-

Curtis

BURRILL

&

SON

1*07-

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
Miu| eoni«nt«o of thU

for

the

countries

and foreign

FOR SALE
WAIL PAPERS.
f- B. Aiken Homestead PAINTS. VARNISHES.
Must be sold

to close estate.

Etc.

Larfe Udc of paper to select
from, latest patterns, all new
stock, at my
NEW STORE ON STATE STREET
(UMWT1

T. F. MAHONEY,
Administrator

to Seattle for

her little

composed of

team

team

and

a

few

players
picked

boys went to Bar Harbor Saturday, where
they met defeat at the hands of Bar Harbor high by a score of 11 to 8.

Mary

Mrs.

Michaelis entertained

friends at her home

evening,

in

on

honor of

being her last term

as

a

few

Chapel street last
Miss Morris, this
teacher in the

com-

department in the high school.
John F. Know lion, who returned from
Washington last week, is now located in
bis offices in the Peters block, attending
to bis duties as secretary to Congressman
Peters, and such private law- practice as

C. F. FULLER
Parte*

and

Piper

Hanger

tboee duties allow him time for.

board, and is signing up many young men
to enter the training service of the merchant marine. The young men are given
a special course of instruction on training

big

by the shipping
being placed in the crews

maintained

before

new

of

Mrs.

been

received
E. Schaffer

P.

merchant

vessels

now

Dorr left
an

Sunday

extended

visit

Potter, of Canton, O.,
Charles, who will go
visit before returning to

son

a

They

also

were

ac-

companied by Mrs. George A. Parcher, who
will go to San Francisco for au extended
visit with her son, Dr. George Parcher.

H. Lyon,
1). D., of Brookline, Mass., who was pastor
of the Unitarian church in Ellsworth
from 1873 to 1878, will learn with regret of
the death of his only son, Eusign William Dennison Lyon, of the naval reserve.
Ensign Lyon, who was twentyfour years old, was a graduate of Harvard,
class of 1916, and was in business in
Worcester, Mass., at the time of his enlistment. His death was caused by the
accidental discharge of a gun which he
Friends of the

Kev. W.

late

officially inspecting

was

the submarine

on

board
of the

being

Judge O. I* Cunningham Dead.

KLL8WORTH FARRS.

Cunningham, for twenty-two
judge of probate
died Friday at his
Bucksport, at the age of seventy-

Oscar P.

caught on the roof of the bouse
on the
occupied by Andrew A. Webber
but
Waltham road Tuesday afternoon,
before much damage
was extinguished

years— 1884 to 1906
of Hancock county,

Fire

was

done.

JLlewellyn Kincaid and
Saturday morning. The
tire started in the upper part of the house
around the chimney, and had gained condiscovered.
when
siderable
headway
Most of the furniture was saved. Mr.
Kincaid had an insurance of f400 They
have moved into the house of George
The home

wife

was

of

burned

|
I

home in
one

—

years.

Judge Cunningham was born in Lilaworth, the son of the late George and
Sarah Simpson
Cunningham. He was
graduated from Bowdoin college, and
after

his

admission

to

the

Hancock

county bar, began the practice of law in

Bucksport.
He leaves one son, Theodore W., now
connected with the U. S. shipping board,

with
headquarters at Boston, and one
Lynch.
daughter, Miss Margaret Cunningham,
family writes in a private
Mrs. Catherine Grindell died at her of Bucksport.
letter: “Everyone loved him, he was so
noble and fine in every fibre of his splenhyme on the Shore road Wednesday night,
Aviation Mechanics.
Mrs.
at the age of seventy-live years.
did nature”
The bureau of
navigation has sent
Grindell had been gradually failing for

! chaser

which

on

Jtfriend

he

executive officer.

was

of the

Commencement Week.
This

is

commencement

week

for

the

Ellsworth high school. At Hancock hall
Sunday evening, at a union service, Kev.
J. W. Tickle of the Unitarian

church

de-

livered the baccalaureate address.
The

graduation exercises will take place

Hancock

2 o’clock.

Friday

hall

The program

afternoon

at

:

Her death, though not
several months.
unexpected, caused deep sorrow among
her many friends. Mrs. Grindell survived
her husband by about ten years. She had
lived here nearly all her life, a devoted
wife and
and

mother,

general

a

friends.

a woman

Essay, “Ancient and Modern Language In
the High School”-Doris Merle Colpitts
Reading, “Le Derniere Clause,”
Vera Georgia Mosley
Music
I>emonstratiOD, ‘The Business letter,”
Joanna Mary McCarthy
Essay, “Personality in Organization,”
Dorothy Wentworth McGown
Music
Pieseutation of Gifts, Lovina Emma Moor and
Harvey Madison Fickett
Class Essay.Mary Gertrude Coughlin
Address to Class.Fultou J Redman
Presentation of diplomas
In
class

the

evening at

play,

Hancock

“Much

ball

Ado About

the

Betty,”

of

heart,

kind

favorite among her many

She leaves two

daughters—Mrs.

Ralph Cushman and Mrs. George C. Austin, both of Ellsworth, and two sons—
Thomas L. Grindell of
P. Grindell of Norfolk

Bath and

Interment

was

at

a

men

w

Woodbine

for

aeroplanes
aeroplane there

will

be

Men

who

are

in

keep

mechanics.

mechanically
rolled and given

are

schools

various
to

mechanics.

aviation

wanted to tune

are

repair.

up and
For eacb

ten

ground

mechanics

inclined

will

be

or
en-

of training at
being assigned

a course

before

duty.

aSbrrtistmnus.

Eugene

Downs, Mass.,

ho

have the sympathy of their many friends.
The funeral was held at the home Friday
afternoon, Rev. Heury W. Conley officiating.

call

forth
These

Public Car
Day

ceme-

Night Service

or

tery.

DAVID LINNEHAN
Four Drowned At Caribou.

Telephone 117-2

Ellsworth, Me.

Misses Mona Davis and

Georgia Lyons,
aged seventeen, David Hitchins, aged
twenty-three, and Max Simpson, aged
seventeen, all of Caribou, were drowned
while canoeing on the Aroostook river
Sunday afternoon. The accident is believed to have been due to the breaking
of a seat, and an attempt of the girls to
change

Sto rage
and

Starting Motors

and Generators

Repaired

A. R. ROYAL
68 State

places.

Battery Repairing
Recharging

St., next Court House, Lllsworth

given, followed by reception and

ball.

Kmery Dead.

Dr. W. K.

of Bangor, formerly
Monday ai Fort Oglethorpe, Ga. Dr. Emery enlisted in the
medical reserve corps, and left for camp
only about two weeks ago. He held a
Dr. W.

Surry,

of

Emery

E.

died

lieutenant’s commission.

telegram was received Sunday announcing his serious illness of meningitis. His mother, Mrs. Lucy Emery,
left Bangor at once for the South, but
A

did not reach her

Emery

Dr.

eight years ago, a
E.
Emery. He
Dartmouth
and

bad

and

been

three

son

before

born in

was

son
was

his death.

Surry twenty-

of the late

Dr. W.

graduated

Harvard

practicing

medical
in

Besides

from

school,

Bangor

the

his

mother,
he leaves one sister, Mrs. Lawrence Uott,
of Swampecott, Mass.
past

years.

Had Fire at Caribou.

Caribou suffered
half

a

a

tire loss estimated at

million dollars

Monday,

when

a

large part of the business section and sevdwellings were burned; also the Cari-

eral

E. Q. Moore, druggist, is a special enrolling agent here of the U. S. shipping

ships

home

Charles

her home in Ohio.

will be

mercial

Bird kn Mtf Oak St

|

rented the

street

Mrs. E. I*. Drugan, who has been spending the past few days here, the guest of
Mrs. Agues Koyal, left Monday for a short
visit in Bangor before returning to her
home in Brighton, Mass.
baseball

was
ser-

H.

with her.

from the E. H. S.

fUpreoruliuf mm at UM

has
Mrs.

John A. Cushmah, who has spent
Boston and Washington,
recently returned to Ellsworth. Miss
Martha Moor, of Danvers, Mass., returned

A

C.

L.

with

the winter in

At llliworth Office.

I

of

Mrs.

arnctT

Graduate

c.

Y.,

week’s

summer.

EDWARD H. BAKER

C

N.

as-

Mrs. Martin J.
Allaton,
Mass., spent a few* days with her sister,
Mrs. Mary Micbaelis, after attending the
Tower-C'ooney wedding at Bar Harbor.

Parc her bouse

J. A. THOMPSON

been

Rochester,

at

photography

ia at home

body

Mrs.

I

at

Congressman Peters returned to Washington Thursday, after spending two or
three days in this locality on public and
private business.
Mrs. Herbert K. Holmes, who has spent
the winter in Weehawken, N. J., with
her daughter, Mrs. Peart S.
Thorsen,
Harold

died

general

daughter,
Evelyn Braymer.
They were accompanied by their daugh-

the

Harford Trucks

have

Seattle, Wash., for

A

GARAGE

SILVY’S

Mr. and Mrs.
for

on

meeting of the Dirigo
club Thursday evening.
Miss Beulah Saiabnry has gone
to

Buclcsport

the

Mr. and Mrs.

ter, Mrs. b.
be

Maine

The

held at

with their

There will

Devens

Bangor.

were

from

business.

C. W. Grindal

in

Eastern

cemetery.
Announcements

Precip-

Wendell Osgood of Boston is here

55 cents

the

bine

Friday.

100

per

Bucksport

of

at

Agnes Royal, Kev. K. H. Moyle officiating.
He leaves a mother, Mrs. Mary Blaisdell,
of Ellsworth. Interment was at Wood-

Mrs. Charles Koval returned to Boston

received,

in the

itatiou of San Antonio, Texas, of the marriage
of their daughter Arne
to
Sergeant
forenoon afternoon
Herbert Reynolds
clear
fair
Foster, 8*20 aerofair
fair
the
I squadron,
at
Masonic
cathedral
rain
rain
1.00 in Han Antonio, Texas, May 26. The
fair
clear
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Austin
fair
fair, cloudy
M. Foster of this city. Mr. and Mrs.
.26
Foster will beat home after June 10 at
fair
fair
440 Taft boulevard, San Antonio.

m

70-

50

Sun
Mon
Tuea

Seed Oats, bushel, SI.20

12

58

Hat

which will be fold at 64.25

--Fertilizer of All

Tuesday,

W'eather
condition*

Extra music
sermon.

brought here Tuesday and funeral

| From observations
taken at the powei
station of the Ear Harbor A Union Rivei
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
In
inches
for
given
the twenty-four hours

Bag

Grass Seed, 99'4%

Monroe

ELLS WORTH.

IN

ladies.

special
Blaisdell

Saturday
hospital

Ending at Midnight
June 11, 1918.

4am
are

postoflice half

at

day exercises, postponed
Sunday, will be held at the
church Sunday evening. “The

Baptist

9pm

m.

pastor, has voted him leave

last

vices
Week

For

COTTON SEED MEAL
Bag:,

he is

absence.
Children’s

hour before mail closes.

An

Schumacher’s Stock Feed,

which

from

AT POBTOPriCR

west 4.10 p m.

a

Rllaworth

of

Sundayt.

$2.80

to the

Coar,

H.

of the

morning.)
Going Wrat—10.30
Going East—8.30 a

on

Thursday

came

a
former pastor
Unitarian church, has
enlisted for Y. M. C. A. work in France.
He has gone to Princeton, N. J., for instructions, and expects to sail soon. The
Unitarian church of Holyoke, Mass., of

POSTOPP1CB,

MAILS RBOBIVBD.

1'ideas

Save

Smith

her

Mass.
8CHBDULE OP MAILS

Duty. Do

No. 24.

niece, Mrs. Alice Parker.
Mrs. Hmith, who had a slight shock recently, was accompanied by her granddaughter, Mrs. A. C. Lyon, of Orono, with
whom she spent the winter, and her sister, Mrs. L. D. Foster, from Somerville,

—

To First and Second

IIOOND- CLASS MATTRB J
WORTH POBTOrFlCH.
I

ML LA

by special regulation.

Emily

Mrs.

filjnu theatre

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

are

AH

Aouerttirmfiue.

by the board to take supEurope. They receive good pay
triven exemption from military

to

and

NEW AnVKKThRMKNTi THh

) BKTKB BI>
AT TRB
I

1918.

commissioned

local affairs

otic

mertcan.

bou house.
The principal loss, f60,000, was sustained
by Mitton, Poland & Bishop, whose threestory wooden block contained their grocery store and meat market, the Odd Fellows hall and offices. The Caribou Clothing Co. and O. T. Pierson & Co., clothiers,
each sustained a loss of |35,000, and the
Caribou Drug Co., f40,000.

Climax Coffee,
After this week the

price

lb, 19c

will be 20c, further advance expected.

Texas Onions,
Lenox Soap,
Pure Lard,

lb, 5c

bar, 4 l-2c

lb, 27c

Best Red Salmon,

can, 25c

Shredded Wheat,

pkg, 12c

Canned Soups,

can,

Barley Flour,
Jar Rings,
Canned Peaches,

J. A. HAYNES,

10c

bag $1.70
doz, 7c

can,19c
“CASH AND CARRY" GROCER
ELLSWORTH

KI>1TKI> BT

**

4CNT

“Helpful

Its Motto:

MADUK”.

and

Sbbtrti«rmmta

ao'imacnmut

iflutual Dmrfit Column.

Hopeful."

The purposes of this column are succtnc y
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mut hi
benefit, and alma to l>e helpful and hopeful
Being: for the common good. It 1b for the com
moo uee—a public eervanl, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and l».a success depends largely
Comon the support given It In this respect
munications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
Address
will be rejected without good reason
all communications to

.inionu

good

Canton, Ohio.—“I suffered from t
female trouble which caused me rriucl
pufferinp. and twc
that I would have
go through an
operation before 1
could get well.
“Mymother, who
had been helped by
Lydia E. Pinkham »
Vegetable Com

ferred

on one

HKW CENTURY,
Nine

pi''®

hospital

give

chsir or siep*ladder .that one gets upon to
reach i« always in the wrong place—and you
lose the wash cloth or the soap—and get the
tacks in the wrong place. Yes, housed >.auiiiit
is a glorious pastime and it comes nearly 365
days in the year. Whataay? There's cleanOf
ing every day on the dear old farm.
houses are alwravs
course, city and village
clean: anyhow, I hope so.
Now I must feed my chickens, get in the
We have
wood, take a look at the bossies.
a lot of them, and this spring I'm running on
the letter p mostly for names—Peggy, Penelope, Persis. Pink, Prudence and Jeremiaswhat
Now, don't all speak at once aud say,
awful names! for 1 shall be getting supper
and sha'u't bear you.
Have you noticed how much nicer bananas
are when they cost a lot?
At fifty cents a
dozen they are so fine with cream. Just try
it and see. Please all hands write for the M.
B. C. and do your dishes afterwards—just as
I’m going to. Good day aud best wishes.
Acjtt Maria.

she

in

was

a

Mrs.

where

Miss

Misses

Co.,

is

nual

home

of

W.

in

school

the
her

returned to

a

suc-

village
home at

Mrs.

F. Oak man and
Oakinan

Saturday.

left

and

wife

are

family and Miss
Medfleld, Mass.,

for

Mr. Oakman

He

will

re-

will

resume

—

XWirrttsrnu-iu#

,

Gray Hair

MfHhOk

A eery ineritunua preparation for reetnnng natural color to fra? or faded bar. for ranovIOC tiaadrufl and m a hair dreanoc
la not a dye.
wd bottle* at ail d<akn. ready to uae

ayou«rtiL PHILO HAY CO. NeifarL, N. J.

Sunshine Tablet for

was

such

a

Vote for

one

Fon Hn-iuo NT.*.T!\ r_s to thk Lkoisi-Ati io
Fred L. Mason, Ellsworth
George A. Phillips. Bar Harl>or
Wiley C. Conary, Rucksport
Zen as B. Conley, sU>nlngton

Whiting,

Iloyd A. Hlaisdell, Franklin
Ivory U. Foss, Hancock

Vote for one

Fred I„ Cole, Browklin
Lincoln II. Sibley, Rluehill
George A. Savage, ML Oesert

Ellsworth

Vote lor one

Ellsworth

W. Lowell

sermon

to the

L. A. Holmes
is

to

Thy

the

at

COUNTY

HANCOCK

DEMOCRATIC

STATE

OF'

it

MAINE

marvelous

STATE

SPECIMEN
Make

a

cross

|X|

BALLOT

in the square to the

right

of the

name

of the person you

mark

cross

to

right

of such

names.

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR vVote for one
Elmer E. Newbert, Augusta

{
FOR GOVERNOR

□
□
Vote for

one

Do not

erase names.

FOR JUDGE OF PROBATE

FOR REGISTER OF

DEEDS

Clarence

Torrey

and

Vote for

Vote

Bernard G. Mclntire, Waterford
FOR SHERIFF
|
FOR STATE AUDITOR

Charles B. I)av, Richmond

Vote for one

Fred H. Gerry,

FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS
Vote for one
Edward Chase, Baring

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER

FOR COUNTY TREASURER

Joseph C. Harman, Stonington

Vote for

one

□

□
FOR CLERK OF COURTS
John A. Stuart, Ellsworth

Vote forr

one

□

□loin!
one

□

_□
Rkpbk&extativbs to the Legislature
George E. Davis, Ellsworth
Daniel E. Hurley, Ellswbrth
H, L. Graham, Bar Harbor
Joshua E. Gross, Orland
Allaton M. Hatch, Stonington
For

William Jl. Rlaisdell, Sullivan

Vote for

Small, Ellsworth

Vote for two

Carrol J. Dunn. Gouldsboro

FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY

Vote

Byron II. Mayo, Southwest Harbor

Edward F.
FOR STATE SENATORS

Vote

Bar Harbor

□

I]

one

J. Walter Weeks, Castine

summer.

tion as Mi-o-ua.
Mrs Minnie Marks, who has been carNo doctor ever wrote a better one; it’s j
doubtful if any doctor ever will. It's so good ing for her parents, ira Page and wile,
that Chas E. Alexander Bays money back If it
daring their illness, returned to East
doesn’t relieve.
A woman in Maine calls Mi-o-na the sunBluehill Friday.
shine
because
she has seen so
j
prescription
J one 10.
X.
many sour, miserable, aggrevating dyspeptics
turned into happy, cheerful, sweet human
beings in a few days by taking Mi-o-na.
TKKNTON.
The stomach is responsible for three-fourtbs
of the nervousness and half the misery of the
Mrs. Boss Mitchell and little son tre
world.
A woman can have a first-class stomach and yet be miserable if she has a hus- ,111.
band who is a nervous dyspeptic.
!
Arthur Stackpole
hss
returned
to
If you have indigestion, belching of gas,
heaviness after eating, drowsy sensation
Concord, N. H., after a viait here with
after eating, sour stomach or any miserable 1
relatives.
stomach disturbance the prescription called
Mi-o-na will put you right, and bring sunMtb. Vonie E.
Coulter left last week
shine into your life in a week.
for her borne in Concord, N.
A large box of Mi-o-na'ablets costs only
N., for a
40 cents at Chas E Alexander’s and by leading
short visit.
druggists everywhere. They are small ana
June 10.
W.
easy to swallow.

|

ELECTION

wish to vote for. Follow directions as to the number of candidates to be marked
Add names by writing or pasting stickers in blank spaces and
for each office.

Forrest Closaon left Monday for Portland,
seeking employment

pre-

PRIMARY

Democratic Candidates to be voted for in the County of Hancock, in the Primary Election to be held June 17, 1918.
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list of candidates,
or a specimen ballot, Five to One Hundred Dollars Fine.
FRANK W. BALL, Secretary of State.

is

Qrindle of Melrose, Mass., is
viBiting his sister, Mr*. O. M. Allen.

scription for stomach distress and indiges-

CANDIDATES

\

DEMOCRATIC

Guilford.

Hsrold

Kay Thurston,
never

_n

Mi. Desert

Timothy F. Mahoney,

for Northeast Harbor.

Friends of the school feel ihst his leaving
will cause a loss not easily tilled, for be
has
been a
painstaking, faithful inhas
structor. Mrs.
Edmmsler, too,

his

Stomach's Sake.
There

□

Horace F. Wesoott, Ellsworth

FOR CLERK OF COURTS

Principal W. H. Ed minster, of the high
j school,
resign,
reported.

I

a

one

hotel.

|

Take

McBride,

William E.

is home from

Dear Mutual$:
duties as principal of the high school.
Now is the time to exemplify our motto
The freight house that has stood on the
‘•Helpful and Hopeful”—helpful, by contribproved herself a valued teacher.
Steamship Co’s
uting to the column, and tbus relieving our wreck of the Eastern
B.
June 10.
dear Aunt Madge of the greater burden while wharf, went adrift iu Friday’s storm, and
she is convalescing, and honeful, for
her at last accounts was ashore on Naskeag
LAMOINE.
speedy recovery to her usual good health.
Point, Brooklin.
We surely have had some summer days, if
John Cooiidge and wife arrived this
The high school closed for the school
we could have the refreshing showers along
week.
Monday evening,
with them. This morning is
a
marked veer Friday, June 7.
Mr*. Clarence M. King of Boston i*
change, however, with a cold northwest wind June 3, the junior exhibition was given in
here this week.
the hall, and a pleasing program was pre- expected
blowing, although brighlaud sunny.
Mr. and Mr*. A. S. Whitaker are at
I have enjoyed so much, after the long, cold sented.
Music was furnished by Lyrewinter, working out in the garden, and al- turner's orchestra. Friday evening the their cottage for the summer.
though it has beeu very dry, my seeds art- graduating exercises were held in the
Louis
D.
Bgt.
King left
to>day,
coming along finely and my sweet peas. 1 church. In
spite of the unfavorable after a brief furlough at home.
think every one has come up by the appear
a
large company assembled.
Howard Hodgkin* left Friday to attend
ance.
I was especially gratified, as they have weather,
been a long time coming, and so many of them There were ten graduates. The exercises the school of navigation m Portland.
that didn’t «come at all for the past three were well carried out. The singing by
Mr*. Julia Covey will attend graduation
male quartet was much enjoyed.
years. I believe they do better if they can the
at Higgina classical inniitute this week.
have the warm sunshine, even if the water is
Music was furnished by Osgood’s orches(J. L. Jordan of Mariaville has moved
withheld, tkau in a cold, wet spriug.
tra of Rluehill.
Saturday evening the
We have so much in nature to enjoy, and
hiB family into the Walter Key olds house.
graduates.together with the class of 1917, I
especially in June, of all the months of the in all a
Mr*. Ida Adam* of Ellsworth visited
parly of about 20, chaperoned
year. From my open window I can hear the
her niece, Mrs. Alice
Owen L. Flye, motored to Ellsworth,
Hodgkins, last
carol of the birds before 1 am up in the morn- by
week.
where a banquet was held at Mrs. Fred
ing. and they sound so happy that I feel that
Arthur Hodgkins was in Boston last
it is no less fitting that I, too, should lift my j H. McFarland’s house, the Merry Mack.
heart in songs of praise for the numberless
week to see about a
June 10.
Eloc.
position with the
blessings that I am constantly receiving.
merchant manue.
Then comes the shadow of the terrible
BLUE HILL FALLS.
Miss Edith Kies has returned home,
tragedy that is hanging over us, and the
Mrs. Fernstrom arrived at her summer after six week's absence in Bangor, Levant
Bacrifices that we mothers may be called upon to make, and it makes us think that percottage Thursday, from Norfolk,>Va.
I and Waterville.
haps, after all, there is no such a thing as a
Children’s Day will be observed at the
George and Theodore Coustne are with
cloudless day in our lives, even if we see it in their mother in Ellsworth.
Baptist church next Sunday. Appropriate
which rarely happens. And now
nature,
Mrs. Edwsrd Weston, who spent the exercises will be
held
in
connection
comes the startling news that that te.rible
winter in Bermuda, has opened her cotthe morning
Aith
service. All
are
the submarine, has reached our
menace,
at Parker Point.
cordially invited.
shores, and J am wondering where it will tage
June 3.
CHUMB8.
J une 10.
R.
all end, although I feel confident that victory
■will be ours in the end.
But I must stop, for I have sat down after
NORTH SEDGWICK.
doing the dishes in the early morning to
Mrs. Unit McFarland is very ill.
AWjtrtisrmraus.
it
is
this
and
letter,
hastily pen
nearing time
H. O. Staples oi Boston is in town for
DANGERS OF COSTIVENESS
headache,
Auto-intoxication,
lassitude,
irritability, “blues,” sallowuess, blotches,
the lesults of constipation. If
are among
loug neglected it may cause piles, ulceration
of bowels, appendicitis, nervous prostration,
treatment.
Beat
delay
paralysis.is Don’t Cathartic
Tablets, as many
remedy
Foley
know from
thousands
experience. They
not ouly do their work surely, eaaily, gently,
but without I ijury to stomach or intestinal
lining. Contain no habit-forming element.
Moore’s Drug Store.

Vote for

Treworgy, Surry

FOR COUNTY TREASURER

FOR COrNTV ATTORNEY

E. Bragdon and wife will attend
C. I. commencement, where their
daughter. Miss Helen, will be graduated.
While away, they will visit their daughters, Mrs. C. C. Blaiadell at Newport and

liermon Pond.

Myrtle

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER

H.

Mrs. Georgia Goodspeed closed
terra

Wescott, ftluehill

_

W.

md Mr*. J. G. Eaton.

May 30 and

Ward W.

Willis A. Ricker, Castine

will preach the anFranklin, Waltham
and Sullivan Foresters at the Methodist
church Sunday afternoon. In the evening
there will be the children's day concert.
Rev. C.

employed

Byard of Havesfelll,
guests of Mrs. Byard’s parents, Mr.

L'ensful

Albert K.

Bangor.
Genevieve Havey and Ora Leighton
soon

VoITloiNnf

KOI^IIEIIIF^-

Lytle Woodworth ofOrono
who hat been visiting her parents, Fred
Swan and wife, returned home Monday.

Mr. and Mrs. G. M.
ire

I)evena.

as s

Havey

Mrs. Alice

Votatorone

Mr. and Mrs.

who is

Perfume

grammar school
two, returned to Mil-

Bunker

Camp

to close the house

W. N. Means.

t>y the California
[or a few weeka.

n

Vote for one

FOB STATE SENATORS

It is a matter of regret that Landlord
Hankins of the Relay house has decided

Stanley, with children^, of
visiting her parents, Mr. and

Robbins,

district

from

1

is

turn to camp to-morrow.

Earl

Nellie

□

A. L.

Sergeant James
home

11

William O. Emery. Sullivan

with
two
Mrs.
Lillian Reynolds,
children, of Woodland, ia visiting her
father, Willis Billings.

the letters and

"

Flagg,

Marcia
in

"

■

FOR REG 1STER OF DEEDS

Arthur 11. Holt, Gouldsboro

will leave

Mrs.

r one

Whitneyville.

in

SEDGWICK.

Mrs.

r~
*

John A. Peters, Ellsworth

little
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Htllgrove
son spent last week at his former home

to the

is

Tracey

one

~

FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS
Vote for one

Thompson

and

Narcissus.

Mrs.

Vote f

Vote for

Bertrand E. Clark, Bar Harbor

L. Ward well, Augusta

bridgti Saturday.

by the M. B’s. and listens with
reading of the cheerful,
loving messages which they hear.
Yours hastily.

Rath,

Roy

visiting her parGray, at Sullivan.
Blaisdell left Monday for Bath,
will be employed through the

Mamie

be

teacher

erase names.

FOIl JUDGE OF PRORATE

□

fur state auditor

summer.

»rds sent
interest

J

W

Do not

Winfield S.

Walter

sits up about one-half hour each day, and
is following the doctor’s orders, which
ire to “eat, sleep and rest” an much as

appreciates

State Master

ents, Mr. and Mrs.

than any of us realized, it will be
weeks yet before she is able to take up
the duties pertaining to the column. She

She

names.

Vote for on*

Carl E. Mlll'ken, Augusta

FRANKLIN.

several

possible.

right of such

to

Closing

run-down condition

more

X

FOR GOVERNOR

Speaker.Graduate of U of M, Orono
Music
Address

ELECTION

BALLOT

n

The state-aid for dependents
Add revs
of soldiers, sailors and marines."
Julian Emery

Lydia

PRIMARY

[x]

Hert M. Fern aid, Poland

Conferring degree

quite

to

cross

cross

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR

Address of welcome.J W Remick
Response. .tieorg# Davis
Business

experience

time.
for
He is inclined to be
I so wish this clau of M. B.-ites
doleful.
would all send him a card, to cheer him up
anu f^ve him new thoughts.
Address, Herbert B. Ginn. R. 2, East Holden. Maine.
This forenoon I cleaned the pantry and
milk room. and. say. I'd rather clear up burnt
land, and I’ve helped do that often. So many
things to move, wash and dust, and oh, the
dear top shelves, what a joy they are! And the

a

Openlng.exerci*e*

Compound,

prostration, and won't be able

mark

MOUNTAIN POMONA.

C1RKKN

—

some

w#r*>

Green Mountain Pomona will meet with
Bayside grange June 19. Program:

Lydia

nervous

STATE

DIDATES

MAINE

Republican Candidates to be voted for in the County of Hancock, in the primary Election to be held June 17, 1918.
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down nr destroying n list of candidates
or a specimen ballot, Five to One Hundred Dollars Fine.
FRANK VV. BALL, Secretary of State.

Camber and wife of Nicolin grange.

only

work

membership

REPUBLICAN

OP

CAM

in the square to the right of the name of the person you
Follow directions ns to the number of candidates to be marked
wish to vote for.
for each office.
Add names by writing or pasting stickers in blank spaces and

260, DKDHAM.

for

REPUBLICAN

STATE

Make

received June 8. Visitors from Nicolm
grange were present. The literary program included readings by Laura Cook,
Gertrude Wakefield and Mary Burrili;
piano solo, Kibe I Fogg Btone; recitation,
vocal solos, Clifford
Maurice
Miller;
Burrili, remarks on war-savings stamp*,
K. W.
Burrili, and remarks by C. C.

E.,

has

applications

COUNTY

MAIM COCK

SPECIMEN

candidate. At the next meet-

ing the final degrees will oe conferred.
regular feast will be omitted.

Dear M. B. Frxendt
mitting to an operaLet’s all write for the column now, while
tion. It relieved me
Aunt Madge is feeling mean, so she won t
from my troubles
have to fret over the column. Of course
go I can do my nouse worn wraioui any
all the real, smart women are done housedifficulty. I advise any woman who is
at
hard
but
I'm
not
so
am
smart,
cleaning.
afflicted with female troubles to
it. You see, 1 always put
Commy dahlias,
E. Pinkham's
a trial and it will do as much for
gladioli, geraniums and all such in the
them.”—Mrs. Marie Boyd, 1421 6tb
ground and tlx up out of doors before 1 start
I haven’t
inside, and it takes lots of time
St., N.
Canton, Ohio.
as many flowers as common started, for I've
Sometimes there are serious condidone away with my garden except two bed*,
tions where a
operation is the
twelve and one-balf feet long and five feet
alternative, but on the other hand
wide, and you'd smile to see bow many kinds
so many women have been cured by this
E.
I have in those beds. I have to water them
famous root and herb remedy,
after
Pinkham's Vegetable
freely, for ’tia very dry, but 1 shall have a
lot of flowers, and I have some rare gladidoctors have said that an operation was
oli that
daughter Brenda sent me this
every woman who wants
necessary
this
M.
B’s
it a
happen
to avoid an operation should
spring, so if any of you
for
look
them,
call
and
see
to such a
they
fair trial before
way, please
big and promising, now. If you were here trying ordeal.
If complications exist, write to
to-day I could show you a very handsome.
Irish shamrock, big and covered with star
E. Pinkham Medicine Co..
Maas.,
has
a
calls
that
also
a
blossoms;
for advice.
The result of many years
spotted
large bud; as they are shy bloomers ’tis a
is at your service.
pretty sight. Then i have a baby coleus
that looks cheerful, a gloxinia that has ;
for Uncle Saw’* men to »bow up. 10 must *ay
five big wide bioosoms, (a rich dark purple)
my adieus for this time.
and a begonia that is just getting started;
Glad to gee Anne l* home again and is doing
the first start damped off. they often do.
her part to help carry oat the precept* of our
So you it? I’ve pretty plants, outdoor aud
motto, although we seldom h*ar from her
in the boost2.
through the column. Alt' good wish**.
v\e bad one luck getting chickens this
From 8. J. Y.
spring. Set five hens on seventy-two eggs
and got sixty-three chickens. Who beats
to these
two
indebted
I feel gieatly
that, in war-times? If we do not have ram go4d friends for their very opportune help,
nothing to feed and know
very soon, we shall have
you w ill all enjoy their good
ourselves nor the cattle. The outlook just
letters.
^
at present is a bit doleful, but we won’t cry
1 have an idea you would like to know
’till the worst comes, and perhaps not then.
Let me tell you that our son, who lives near just bow Aunt Madge is at this writing,
she is gaiuing slowly all the time, but as
ill.
Has worked too bard, and
us, is

Lynn.

SURRY.

The

pound, advised tna
to try it before sub-

submitting

460,

Saturday evening, thirty-four members
visitors were present. After
and nine
business the first two degrees were con-

to

Vegetable

reason.

ARBUTUS,

doctor* aeciaec

Lydia
pound

tfranqtrg.

Thin column 1* devoted to the Orange. es!
pecially to the granges of Hancock county 1
The column is open to all granger* for thr
discussion of topics of general interest, and
Make letter#
for report* of grange meetings
short and concise. All coramnnication* must
be
not
will
printed exnames
but
be signed,
All comcept by permission of the writer.
munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

HOW MRS. BOYD
AVOIDED AN
OPERATION

TltK AMERICAN,
Ellsworth, Me.

tnr

Charley A.
William S.

Snow, Bluehill

Holmes,

Mt. Desert

ahbmtBonnu*.

COUNTY

NERVOUS SICK
HEADACHES
51

FRUIT-A-TTVES*- Brought

Relief
The Fire* D»jr He Tried Them.

parents, Mr. and Mrs. William G. Conner.
Mrs. Florence Wardwell of Belfast, and

NEWS

her

ORLAND.
The solicitors for the second Red Crons
drive collected |437.75.

By directiou

town

a

committee,

ar-

porta, dancing

Newell Perkins is making repairs
house,

at

ball game and other
the town ball day aud

music

from Bangor.

his

her

Sunday there
Bucksport seminary

The pastor.

C. C. BESWICK

Are., Ogdensburg, N Y.
"I suffered a great deal for three or

ICO Caroline

four years with A'crvous Sick Headache and Dyspepsia. Had to take two
to four seidlits powders every other
day. Tried doctors—ate br&n gems—
but
took all kinds of remedies
nothing did me good until I used
‘Frulta-tives’.or Fruit LirerTablcts.
X was relieved the first day I used
them. They made me well and keep
me well, and t am always glad to tell
people of the great things ‘Fruit-stives’ have dono for me.
1 have many friends in Ogdensburg
now using ‘Fruit-a-Uves’ on my
recommendation”.
C. E. BESWICK.
—

in

to observe
cause

ant

the

his

It ill post, G. A. ft., of BucksIra F.
port, directed by Commander
Gross and escorted
by Boy
Scouts,
the

usual

Frederick Pailadino delivered

patriotic

and

ation is

due

address.
Mrs.

a

Sincere

Olive

cent

Sinclair has

drills

and

X.

steamer Caatine.

price, by FRUIT-A-TIVKS Limited,
OGDENSBURG, N. Y.

E. H.

Frank

Webster

is

visiting

Surry.

employment.

Egypt.

the

[

summer

with

her

father,

Thomas

Graves.
June 10.

M. M. M.

BAB HARBOK.

will

Clinton B. Higgins died suddenly Thursday evening, aged forty-six years. He
leaves .a widow, three children and a
brother, Leander, of Portland.

viait in West Paris and Bucktleid before
retiffmng home.
Mr. and Mrs.
Donald
Murchison of
Lincoln arc visiting Mrs. Murchison**

Hive*, eczema, itch or Malt rheum sets you
crazy. Can't bear the touch of your clothing.
Doan's Ointment I* fine for skin itching. All
druggist* well it. 80c a box.—Add.

employed

on

the

Mra. Burton Ward well attended the O.
convention

in

Portland and

HUbeTtMemmts

Catarrh of Stomach
Did Not Know It
Nearly

Atnens, upio,
writes: “I cannot And words to express my thanks for your kind advice.
I never once thought I had catarrh of the stomach. 1 commenced
taking Peruna. as yon directed. My
stomach continued to hurt me for
about two weeks after 1 began tho
medicine, and then it stopped, i now
have a good appetite, while before
’’
I was nearly starved
Those who object to liquid mediMrs. Selena Tanner.

WAR

RAGES in FRANCE
7hey
UgArdwr*
^•» r?f

am BO*

*aa*

rus*

WE
lVwu/iM
MUST .w?v*>j’<Sn/y
nrasf
FFBD
TK3M X.i.^«»£teS
M
c

*

«

her

Walter Clark and infant son arrived
Saturday from Brighton, Mass., to spend

NORTH CASTINE.

50c. a box.C for $2.50, trial sire 25c.
At all dealers or sent ou receipt of

Means,

is
at

Mrs.

patriotic

Jone3.

Millikeu

bas returned to her home in

for the

songs, and the children * exercises have
become an important feature of the day.

C.

re-

Mrs. Luella Butler, who has been visiting Mrs. Fred Millikeu the past week,

successful and enjoyable addition to the
interests of the day. For several years she
parade, recitations,

H.

Mrs. D. G.

a

Mrs. Herman Sinclair and son Leon left
Friday for New Haven, Conn., where Mr.

for her

has instructed the school children

Young of Surry was
guest of Mrs. G. B. Bridges.

sister,

Rev.

powerful
appreci-

Peavey

Lincoln

Emma

Mrs.

impressive

cemetery.

.Murchison

Annie C.

Mrs.

James M

performed

recent

WEST HANCOCK.

Orland’s memorial services.

ceremonies at Oak Grove

were

left for her
Saturday, accompanied
by her niece. Miss Evelyn Conner.
June 8.
G.
Mrs.

home in

May 31 as Memorial day, beBucksport bmdh an importof

part

Herman Leach and daugh-

ter Elizabeth', of
Orland,
guests of Mrs. G. E. Perkins.

Rev. David
endeavor to make these
meeting* of spiritual value and conducive
to permanent good.
it has for many years been the custom

untiring

MR.

Mr. and Mrs.

in the evening.
Angell, has been

service

Starved

PERUNA
Made Me Well

Constipation is the arch-enemy of health.
Conquer this enemy and you rout a whole army
ofpi>' steal t
including indigestion, biliot >ess,
sick l ea kche, sleeplessness and nervous dyspep-

|

Ij

Beccham’s Pills have been a world-favorite
vc for ocer sixty years.
They go straight to
the cause of many ills and remove it.
They act
promptly, pleasantly and surely. Contain no
hahit-heming drug. These time-tested pills
strt-:g her. the stomach, stimulate the liver and

|

five from this

Lewis Hutchins has been visiting
her daughter, Mrs. George Wardwell, in
Belfast.

largely

Prin-

Effort of All.

s

That

Lesson

Industry

In

Economics

Is the Source

>

Proves

of Ne-

Comforts and Luxuries.
Individual Has Debt to Organization.

r

cessities,

i

tux n

Ij
Simple

Mrs.

represented all day, and Rev. Frederick PaiUdiuo led the prais-

are

—

three

were
was

Society Founded on
ciple of Co-operative

Modern

WE DEPEND ON EACH OTHER

Karl.

son

part of the town
in the graduating class of Cnstine high
school Mildred Ward well, class prophecy;
Phyllis Webster. Mary Butler, Robert
Dunbar and Cbauncy Lowell.

have been largely attended,
great deal of religious interest has

grossed.

his

farming.

There

evangelist,
been

MR. AVERAGE CITIZEN—
DO YOU PRODUCE AS
MUCH AS YOU CONSUME

Word has been received by Mrs. Jennie
Dun oar of the safer arrival in France of

The aerie* of services at the Methodist
church conducted by Rev. Felix Powell,

services.

on

Edward Littlefield is at the home of his
son-in-law, M. Mixer, helping him with

The

grange committee will serve ice-cream,
Riverside chapter, O. E. S., will make
sandwiches and other things, all HoOYeri/.ed. Pictures at the Folly at night. All
arc Invited.
The proceeds will go to the
Red ('roes.

a

G.

Allen of Harrington has a crew cutting pulp wood on land of Fred Dunbar.
Mr.

parade, a

evening, with

and

Cash, of
with her

week-end

_

of

rangements are being made for a Fourth
July celebration. Attractions of alt
aorta are suggested.
There will be an
a

the

parents, L. K. Hutchins and wife.
June 3.

of

automobile

Begins

granddaughter,

Castine,' spent

_

y

Can you picture an average Amerifamily seated at a table In the
average American home about to partake of the average American meal?
It is a familiar enough sight. There
can

Is

the

table

covered

with

its

white

cloth, the utensils made from porcelain. steel, glass and silver, and there
la the food—bread and butter, milk,
tea or coffee,
si^lt and pepper, sugar,
But
meat,
vegetables, fruit, etc.
scarcely anything there is the direct
result of the labor of any person who
sits about that table!
When you £It down to a meal do you
Do you
ever think who provided It?
even know. In most cases, where the
different components of that meal
came from?
Did the salt and the pepDid
per drop as manna from heaven?
the flax or the cotton which forms the
tablecloth grow upon the^iome place?
Were the fibers spun Into yarn by your
housekeeper, and was the cloth woven
Did you rear
on the household loom?
the animal which supplied the meat
Did the fruit come
for the repast?
from your orchard? Are the milk and
the butter the products of your cow?
Wh » delved into the earth for the silver, the steel, the lead, the clay which
have been used to make up the utensils
necessary for your most simple meal?
And who changed those raw products
into the knives and forks and dishes
you

P^e'iiori* of Special Value to Women are with Every Box.
Sold by druggists throughout the world. In boxes, 10c., 25c.

*

<*33*

DRINK

,

Extra Good Coffee.
Each sip it
Its rich body teems with good flavor
evidence of the superior care and skill exercised in ita
selection, blending and roasting.
—

These good points are uniformly assured—indefinitely
retained by the sealed packages in which SUPERB A
Coffee is always packed and sold. Order of your dealer.

Saying SUPERBA Teas and Canned Goods
assures SUPERB quality.

the

at

time

same

niLLlECN.TOMLINSON CO, tmtUmt. (Uiw.

use:

No thoughtful man can consider
such questions without being tremendously Impressed with the utter dependence of even the most independent
man In our present civilization upon
the co-operation of hundreds of thousands of his fellow men whom he has
never met and probably never heard
of, largely engaged in some occupation different from his own and scattered about, not only all over his own
country, but many of them located In
far distant parts of the earth 1
It makes no difference what vocation
He may be a farmer
a man follows.
and cause two blades of grass to grow
where only one grew before. He may
be a manufacturer, a retail merchant,
a
mechanic or a banker—no matter
what he is, he depends for his very existence, not only upon those who till
the soil and deal In Its products, but
also and to the same extent upon the
great organizations of manufacture,
and
communication
transportation,
finance which are scattered about ull
the earth.
It has taken the combined efforts,
the co-operation of thousands of people and organizations concerning which
the average individual may know
nothing, to bring about the development of what we call our modern civilization. The ecosfbmlc value of your
efforts and those of your employee or
of your employer, us the case may he,
both depend upon the value of the efforts of millions of other men, and the
economic value of one cannot be damaged without impairing the economic
value of nil.
Let us not become so thoroughly specialists that we forget the other fellow.
If our work narrows down at least let
our knowledge and sympathies broadIf we do not know something of
en.
the problems of each other and have
some
sympathetic interests In those
problems we cannot hope to attain, either individually or collectively, the
very great benefits which are known to
he the direct results of helpful co-opera tiou.—Industrial Conservation, N. f.

\

Butter Paper Printed At
The American Office
Best quality Red Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parchment paper, printed with especially-made butter paper ink to
comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none better.

Price, including paper and special printing:
500 sheets
“

1000

pound size, $2.00; half-pound size, $1.75
“

“

“

3.00;

“

2.75

printed butter paper, blank for name, pound size, 85 cents a
pound. Orders for four pounds or more sent postpaid; under four
pounds add Sc a pound for postage.
Plain

over

Cross-Sections
This illustration is an enlarged view made
from actual cross-sections of two 34 #x 4
tires
one a Michelin Universal, the other
a tire of another standard make.
—
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The Sidewall of the tire on the left (which is s standard mafce
typical of many tires other than Michel ins) is of practically equal
thickness throughout.
The Michelin on the right is progressively
tapered from the tread downward, so that its sidewall is thick where
sturdiness is most essential, yet particularly flexible where resiliency
is

This construction gives Michelin Tires
superior durability combined with re-

itriat
at
tests u deto take Iks
uncertainty out at
tire buying.

easy-riding qualities.

SUNDAY

•:

IN PRODUCTION
ESSENTIAL TO VICTOTY

11»-1
Protect
Industrial
Efficiency Will
Lives of Our Boys in the Trenches.

In the Michelin cross section the layers of fabric are
imbedded in a liberal cushion of rubber which binds
them into a single strain-resisting though flexible mass,
a structural advantage that cannot be
exaggerated,
•ace a tire loses its strength
when the layers of
fabric come apart, just as a rope loses its strength
when iu strand* sepal ate.

Michelin Section
on Right—
Other Section
on Loft.

The world-wide reputation of the houie of Michelin—the olde.t, mo.t experienced of
all tire-maker.-i. proof that
only the belt of material, are u.ed in Michelin.That a greater quantity of the.e
.uperior material, i. u.ed in Michelin Tire. i. proved
by their extra weight and remarkable thickneu. which mean greater durability.
And the .uperiority of Michelin
de.igu i> .hown by tbe above illu.tration-

Better materials, more materials and superior construction—
these account for the supreme durability of Michelin Tires.

ELLSWORTH FOUNDRY & MACHINE WORKS

Industrial efficiency and economy
will play us important a part as military organization and genius In determining the outcome of the war, according to Frank A. Scott, chairman of
the War Industries Board, which lias
charge of government buying and supervision over the generul industrial
activity incidental to the prosecution
of the war. The preparatory stage of
the war has passed for this country,
says Mr. Scott, and the time has arrived when every resource, human and
material, must be placed at the disposal of the government.
“If It can be said there has been a
preliminary stage of our share in the
war It is over now,” gays the governIndustrial
director.
“Our
ment's
troops are already in France, and we
have begun the actual raising of a
huge artnjc/Wre at home to be sent
We
abroad when the time is ripe.
have passed the period of expectation.
"Efficiency and economy in producing and distributing the government's
requirements are as necessary to success as courage and intelligence In
battle. The slacker at home Is as contemptible a figure as the coward In the
presence of the enemy. The luxuries
of peace must give way to the necessities of war.”—Industrial Conservation,
New York.
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BROOK LIN.

Agnes Dodge of Brooksville

ployed

town.
The service flag hasn’t
yet; when it does, it will be placed
pole with the other two flat's,
June 9.
Une Femme.

come

the

Martha

winter

in

Stanley, who spent the
Massachusetts, is at home for

summer.

Mrs. Dales and son Philip, of Washington, D. I'., have arrived at their cottage at
Mrs.
nooga,

Prof. Dales
Nealand

Tenn.,

ill

v

join

them later.

and

mother, of Chattaat their cottage at

are

Mrs. Nellie Allen McPherson and

chil-

dren, who have been visiting her mother,
Mrs. Naomi Allen, have gone to Northeast
Harbor for the summer.
Her daughter
Helen will

spend the

summer

here.

The

graduation exerc ses of the Brookhigh school will be held at Odd Pellows’ hall Friday evening, June 11. Music
by Higgins’ orchestra of Ellsworth. The
graduation ball will follow.
Memorial

day

was

observed in the usual

At 2 o’clock the citizens and

way.
dren met at

town

hall to march

chil-

to

the

cemetery to decorate soldiers’ graves.
There were nearly a hundred school children in liue.

cises,

At the close of these exerthe children marched to the sq uare

where the

flag-raising

exercises were

Frederick

took

place.

opened by

Emerson,

prayer
followed by

C.

Dr. F. 8.

Stanley.

by Rev.
an

The

solo

ad-

school

children

Mrs.

sang

Spangled Banner.” The Stars
and Stripes and the Liberty Loan flag were
raised by George C. Hall, the oldest vet“The Star

and

to

Mrs.

clerking

in

George

Eugene Guilford

have

Waterville, to work.
Joy Grindle, solicitor

Miss
for the Red
Cross fund at the Cove and lower districts,
collected over $60.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Leach of Augusta
spent the week-end with his mother.
Mrs. F. B. Mitchell.

Ralph J. Worcester,

who has been

clerk

George Leach’s store several years,
completed his work Friday, May 31.
June 3.
L.

at

MAKIAVILLE.
Foster has moved to Amherst.

Mattie

Joseph Frost

has

bought

auto-

a new

mobile.

Jordan is at Bar Harbor visiting
who recently underwent
operation.

Nathan
an

Joseph,

Mrs.

Mary Marsh, who has been in Ellsdaughter, Lillian Gray, the
past winter, is at home.
worthwith her

It

was

friends

with sadness that

relatives and

here received

news

the

of

the

Charles Bnzzell of
Mrs. Buzzell w’hs a daughter of

death of Mr. and Mrs.
Milford.
the late

Polly

and Luther Jordan of this

town, and her youth
June 10.

These

by
Herrick,
by
Harry Sryene, an original poem written
Babsou
and
Mrs.
A.
J.
read
by
by Mrs. T.

dress

Mr.

hirsou

lin

PENOBSCOT.

Miss Olive Grindle is
loach’s store.

gone

Hollis Stanley and wife, who have been
visiting bis parents, T. C. Stanley and
wife, have returned to Bangor.
Miss Liva Tibbetts has moved into one
of the down-stairs’ rents in H. J. Nutter’s
house.

Haven.

SOUTH

is em-

at tl. M. Pease’s.

Miss

in

eran

on

MiAs
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REMEMBER THE BAYS

was

spent here.
F.

RHEUMATIC AND KIDNEY ILLS.
Are you troubled with rheumatism, kidney
bladder ejections? Any such symptoms
swollen muscles or Joints, backache, headache, dizziness, nervousness, played-tout feeling, urinary irregularity, pufflness Under the
eyeaY You need Foley Kidney Pills. Mrs.
hrank P. Wood. R F. D. 2, Morrill, Maine
writes: *‘I found relief as soon as I began
tatting Foley Kidney Pills. My husband also
received much benefit from them. He was
so lame he could not stoop over; now he feels

or
as

no

pain."—Moore’s Drug

Mtore.
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SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

WARFARE TO BE DIFFERENT

The
wired

Armies of Future Will Have Strong An
tlllery and Few Infantrymen, Each
Heavily Armed.

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

4

PUBLISHED
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WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH.

MAINE.

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
W.

H. Tires, Editor and Manager.

*an«*crlptloE Price—$2.00 a year, $1.00 for »1»
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respectively. Single copies
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at
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bole to Thk Hancock Countt Publishing
OO*, Ellsworth. Maine.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 12, 1818.
Next Monday is conservation day
in Maine. AH over the State meetings will be held to bring borne to
the people the necessity for continued
sacrifice that onr armies and our
allies may be fed.
The U-boats are still busy on this
aide of the pond, and a few more ships
have been sunk daring the past week.
Reports that they were in New England waters spread the alarm along
the Maine coast Monday night. The
Boston bound Bangor boat was detained at Rockland until
midnight,
bot was then allowed to proceed.
The coast patrol is on the alert.
The President has made an argent
to the people of the United
States to subscribe to the war-savings
stamps on or before Friday, June 28.
and that day has been officially designate.', as WAR S WINGS DAY by

appeal

the secretary of the treasury and the
governor of Maine. Ail loyai citizens
are asked to devote the day to subscribing for war savings stamps, and
otherwise so promoting their sale in

large

amounts.

The postmasters of Hancock oouoty
are

selling

some

1

war-savings stamps.

Congregational
for electric

church

lights.

ha#

The building

most
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freight
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late
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into permanent
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Albert Wilson of Bangor.
His brother
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died.
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She will watch in her beautiful doorway
aii liability for any »ub*«<que x; b
the place of beginning. containingoue eighth, from
To bid ua welcome again-”
o| aaid bond, aud tba; your p«ti(Joi
acre, more or leas
hum A. iiuwilen. be allowed to tubs;
Wlurru the condition of said mortgage
new bond in the premie** In an amhas Peru broken and now remarry* broken,
THE MONT.
wUb auretiea deemed
appropri*A<
now. therefore, by reaaon u! thr breach of
Honorable Cart
the condition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of.
Mr*. Leslie Rich aud son have gectc
Witneaa HP Hf BAND K
ClJt'fiK'.
aaid mortgage.
lo Rockport to visit her mother, Mr*. :
»*id
at
KUawortb
lb>
Cotui
Jus»K K. Mjtchilu
day of June, In die year of
Charles Btanley.
By W B biaisdell, his atiornay
one thousand nine- baodrn'.auii ei^i r{SDated at Mull van. t his Bth day of June. l&UW
Mr. Wooster and family are spending
Ciaaa Pi. MvtUK, Acting K«
A true n»>py
a few days in Rockland.
They mads the
^r*
Attest. —Cuma K Mullah, Acting K-in hi* new boat, the Myra J. Wouster.
okdkk or mnit'K.
kitchen, dish, laundry and ecrub women,
chefs, pastry and all-around cooks. Bell and
bu*s
boys, second ami third cooks for
hotel positions, Apply always to M*imt Hot«l Aoknct. new quarters. 90 Main street.
Established
800 girls
Bangor.
17 years
wanted for best summer hotels
Inclose
sump for reply. Few high grade housework
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She—That sounds all right but
don't know bow much the complimei ,
is worth until you tell me how mai j3
pretty girls you have seen.
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Dmd
well arranged for
two »maH families; «Ul>lr suitable tor
garage; land for garden. Will arl) or rent to
right party. Mm B P. Phillips, Ellsworth.
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The Practical Girt
He—You are the prettiest girl I evt

for

fax Salt

ill upon his return to the
about two weeks ago, and came
to his home here.
Pneumonia, with ty*
was

J

jteiio,!

stirred

To»li prrron. IntrrrrtM
UW IHMimllM
At » rrob.tr conrt hrld
Kn lb. ro...,
A», nf June, I. th<
•nr IhnuMnd ill nr
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deeply

SrSal XotHra.

Blliworth Thursday two vatnahle shirtFinder wnd to Mm
waists.
Hamilton, Haco, Mf md receive reward.

DBUMMIT.

KINBO.tb
Atnrrir.n, . nrn.p,^.,'kr
KTlgo.ih A»»ric»n,.
Jtcmalt bfrlp ttlantrt.
0.,,„.p,r
•» Blt.worlh. In Mid
?!?!“*«
cooBt,f*tr«
“*■* ">»r
employed at
»i • prob.tr
•pprrr .1
ii.ob.tr conn
Mnr. u'k.
»ppr.r
to b. Jr..
hrld ,?p”?V
worth, on thr rrcond d.r of jiiT
the U. 8. fish station at Green Lake, conHOTEL HELP WANTED
hl“.
*’
.t Ur of tbr clock In tfi.
til*,
I
i:
or.
noon
tracted a severe cold while on a trip to
TA WOMBN and girls wanted for beet br br.nl thrrron If tb.r
***
o.um
around
In
»
hotel*
Maioe;
New Jersey with a shipment of fish.
He UU year
M
Cl»rlnfM
Jord.n,
l.tr
of w.hn.
waitresses. fine Up hotel*: also chamber,
•tven

Mrs. Abbie Taft of W’eat Goulds boro
A Novel Dinner Bell.
A camp cook whose only means of recently visited her niece. Mrs. A. P.
nailing the members of his party was Havey.
Mr*. Aquilla Bean of Cntonville ia
pounding on a pan with a knife handle was enable to make them hear viaiting
her
daughter, Mra. U. H.
when they were fishing or banting at I Springer.
any considerable distance from the
Mrs. William Perkins of North Brookscamp. One of the party to whom he ville wa« in town last week to attend the
complained thereupon made what he graduation.
called a "klepalo.”
Harold Hooper, who is on the coast
The “klepalo" was merely a piece of
patrol. i« spending a few days with his
well-seasoned oak plank two Inches
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Hooper.
thick, six Inches wide and four feet
Mrs. Julia Allen and Miss Harriet Allen
long. Through the center he bored a !
of Bangor were guests of Miss
Marguerite
doing a little something in war sav- hole, passed a rope through It and Allen at £. F. Clapharu's during comsuspended the plank from the branch
as
well
as oversubscribings stamps,
of a tree.
The cook “rang" the In- mencement
ing her allotment of Liberty bonds strument
Douglas Milne, who was recently gradby striking it with a mallet,
and Red Cross subscriptions.
first on one side and then on the uated from Baltimore dental college, is
other.
spending a few days with his parents,
w‘“ »e h«ld in
The man who made the “klepalo” before going to Camp Devens.
Primary #leo.ioQS
Maine next Mooday, w^en the rehad seen similar contrivances In small !
Thursday evening, June 6, the gradual- !
will
Bulgarian villages, where they are tog exercises, reception and bail took !
publican and democratic par.ies
name their candidates for tb#
Sep- ^ used Instead of church bells to call place at K. of P. hall. Music was fur(ha people to worship. A test of the I nished by Paramount orchestra from
tember election. There are few conInstrument used by the campers Cheiry field.
tests for nomination, and apparently
showed that tn ordinary weather conA large audience attended the pageant
but little interest is being shown in
iitions It could be heard two miles.
which was gi\en at K. of P. hall Wedthe primary, yet it is the duty of votnesday evening by the Sullivan high
ers of both parties to give their canschool. It reflected great credit upon those
The Zodiac.
didates unanimous
endorsement, or
The earliest astronomers, who were taking part and Miss Marguerite Allen,
express their preference where there 1
probably the shepherds and herdsmen the English and music teacher, who proThe only county con- d? the old Sumerian civilisation, noted duced the affair, and to whom praise is
u>
a contest.
due for the fine rendering of fhe parts.
test on the republican ticket is for that the Ruii appeared to make the
This A four-minute speech by A.* P. Havey
the two nominations for State senator, circuit of the heavens tn one year.
Is merely an appearance, due to the was enjoyed by all.
for which there are three candidates
I’XE AxiE.
revolution of the earth around the sun j June 10.
two from the eastern and one from
So they divided the I
every 12 months.
the western section of the county.
ORLAND.
belt of sky through which he appeared
While there is no political division of
The poster* for the Fourth of July celeOne for I
to travel Into 12 divisions.
it
the connty into senatorial classes,
each division or constellation was bration for the Red Cross are not yet
was the custom in the old convention
named for something which they made, but the committee is at work, and
from fancied Its
shape indicated, as, Arles, a good deal of interest is manifest. Ausdays to nominate one senator
the eastern and one from the western the ram: Taurus, the bull, and so on. tin 8. Buck will have at the Folly, the |
“The Blacker,” arternoon
section, but under the primary system This belt of 12 constellations is called picture play,
the zodiac, from the Greek word zoom and evening, the proceeds to oe contributno such distinction can be made ex- j
ed to the Red Cross fund.
an animal. Various superstitions gradcept by the voters. In the FranklinKoscoe C. Carpenter, who was called
ually grew up; among them, that each
Hancock class and the Bluehill-Brookpart of the body was under the influ- by the last draft, has been returned befor
contests
warm
are
there
lyn class
cause of underweight.
ence of a certain conjtellation, it Inthe republican nomination for repNo
fluenced that part of the body.
Mrs. Arthur Emerson, her daughter,
resentative. The only contest on the
sensible person believes any of this Mrs. John House, and her three children,
democratic ticket is for nomination old-time superstition that the position Carlton, Elizabeth and Arthur, arrived
for representative in the Ellsworth of the heavenly bodies In these constel- Saturday from New York, and have
class. The full specimen ballots for lations affect either the body or plant opened their summer home.
life.
both parties are printed on page 2 of
Mrs. Katherine Hinson of Boston ia
i
this issue.
\ visiting her daughter, Mrs. D. A. Soper.
Exeunt Scarecrows.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ames are at home
One of the many improvements rebirch harbor.
from Kineo for a few day*.
sulting from permitting women to run
Sheldon Sumner ol New Haven, Conn.,
June 10.
X.
the farm instead of to waste out their
railed on friends here recently.
lives cooking for the thresher crew is
in
Has
been
who
Kx
Consolidate.
press Companies
Mrs. Roy Stanley,
said to be the substitution, on Long
Portland einoe December, is borne.
Further information has been received
Island sound at least, of tailors’ modMrs. Elisabeth
Cowpertbwaite, who els for scarecrows. It is not likely by A. H. Sawyer, local manager of the
American Express Co. in regard to the
has spent the winter with her daughter,
that crows can distinguish a wellconsolidation of the express organizations
Mrs. Frank Worcester, in Clinton, is
dressed man from an ill-kempt one,
under the guidance of Director General
home.
but no matter how the dear girls
!
**
McAdoo. The new company, aaya Mr.
J une 10.
; slump around when they are by them- Sawyer, will be
capitalized at $30,000,000,
I selves, they do like a man who dresses the actual value of the
SURRY.
physical properties
well. Besides, the models undoubtup
and cash put into the business.
Wesley Williams went to Boston Tuesedly Improve the appearance of the
Instead of having numerous contracts
day.
place more than the scarecrows do with individual railroads for various
For one thing, a man with gooc
Capt. Charles Coulter left for Bostofi
amounts, there will be but one blanket
Monday.
clothes is not expected to engage ac
contract with the entire governmentMrs. Elmer Kane is visiting her parents
tlvely in the farm work; one in his ole controlled railroads.
By this contract,
I clothes is out of place idling until th<
in Stonington.
the American Railroad Express Co. will
are done.—Buffalo Ex
chores
home
Iron
evening
came
HigHarden
Francis
collect, insure, guard and deliver express
i press.
gins classical institute Monday.
shipments, and the government railroads
will haul them. The rates charged for
June 11.
_*'■
Saving Food.
express transportation will continue to be
State of Ohio. City of Toledo,
“■Drink to me only with thine eyes
under government
control.
Loess County, sshe 11
—so said the poet.”
In the future, merchants, manufacturers,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath thet
seator partner of the firm of F. J.
“Welir
and
individuals
need merely specify “by
of Toledo
Co., doing business In the city
that .aid Arm
“What did the poet mean by that?
express," and the entire man power and
County sod State aloresaid. and
foi
will uay the .am of on.hu ad red dollar,
of
consei
“An
food
vehicle
of
early
example
the express world will
power
that cannot b<
each and every caae of oatarrh
1 respond to their call.
:rred h, th. L. Of HanMC^rrh Medimne ration.”

*'*"•

J.

painted.

The army of the future will have an
Immense equipment In artillery; the
Infantry will be few In number, but at home, and
improving.
heavily armed, each man with a maMrs. Edmund Harding of Union has
chine cun. capable of holding a width
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Chester Robof front that otherwise would need a
with her mother, Mrs.
Trench bins, in company
company armed with rifles.
warfare, at any rate on the scale that Hodgdon.
Mrs. Harriet Taylor of Brockton, Mass.,
has been witnessed in France, will disweek to spend the summer with
appear. for the airplane will overleap came last
the trenches and substitute a war of her sister, Mrs.Alice Gilley, ind her other
sisters at Cranberry and Baker’s islands.
movement for a war of fixed posiDr. George Neal and wife have returned
tions, says H. Sidelbotham In the Atfrom their trip to Nebraska, and have
lantic.
The airplane will be used, not only a tine report of the mother and brother.
Mrs. Neal, who is past four-score years,
as at present for reconnaissance work,
signaling ranges to the artillery, for is in good health and mind. Wilder baa
raids on communications, and for a tine farm under good cultivation, several
bombing a retreating army, but also torses, and other stock, with pigs galore.
for the transport, on a large scale, of
Rev. Mr. Oleson gave a fine sermon at
Infantry. One can easily Imagine air- the Congregational church Sunday mornplanes sufficiently large to carry .r>0 or ing, June 9. In the afternoon at the same
100 Infantrymen.
A hundred church, Hgv. Mr. Allen of Manset preached
even
such planes could transport an army an excellent baccalaureate sermon to the
of 10.000 with Incredible rapidity to high school students and tbeir friends.
any point behind the hostile line de- The graduation program w ill be given at
sired by the general In command. Such Masonic ball Thursday evening, June 13,
w ith reception and dance to follow.
movements will make trench lines obsolete.
The whole art of war will
Rev. W. T. Forsythe, who is at home
have to be rewritten from It* elements. from the hospital muth
improved in
The development of the uses of the airhealth, is not yet well enough to carry on
plane will change the strategical and the services of bis church, which for two
tactical direction of the war. from a weeks here and at Beal Cove have been in
game comparatively elementary, like charge of Rev. Mr.
Woolaey, who will
draughts, into an elaborate and com- continue to serve until Mr. Foraytbe if
plicated game like chess, with greater strong enoagh to take his accustomed
variety of moves and endless possibili- place. The services are now held in the
ties of fresh combinations.
Such a new chapel.
game will be too difficult to be fought
Several of the summer colony are now at
with millions. With proper use of me- their
cottages here. The Meads ar« at
chanical invention a company of men Norwood
Cove. Mr. and Mrs.
Horace
will be able to do the work of a divi- Mann
and little daughter, at “The Ledge,”
sion in this war. We shall go back to will soon be
joined by Rev. and Mrs. C.
the days of small professional armies K. Dole.
Henry Inman of Atlanta, Ga.,
of long training and high technical and
family have been here two or three
equipment; the great general of the weeks. Their son Arthur, who has been ill
future will be he who Is able to divine two
years, is much improved, though not
best all the possibilities of this new
yet fully recovered.
war movement, and
military power
June 10.
Spray.
will no longer depend on numbers, but
on the genius of the direction and the
WEST SULLIVAN.
technical accomplishments of a comMr. and Mr**. Andrew Doran have gone
paratively few human Instruments.
to South Goaldsboro for the summer.

)

WILLIAM

William J. Druramey died last Thursat bit home on upper Main street,
(.'apt. Will Hanna haa returned from day
pneuWinter Harbor with a load of bricka for after a abort illness of typhoid
monia.
While expressions of refret at
James Crockett.
bis untimely death are heard on every
Mrs. Julia Gott, m ho has been under ;
side, the sympathy of the community is
hospital treatment for some weeks, ia now
mill he

Postmaster Lelaod of the Ellsworth
postoffice, which is the central accounting office for all postoffices of
Hancock county except Bar Harbor,
reports the total sales of war savings
stamps to Jane 1 as #70,961.16. Of :
these, #60,381.51 were sold In th
district offices and #10,676 65 at the
Ellsworth
and
Ellsworth
Falls
offices.
These
of
course
sales,
do not include the sales made by
banks and other authorized agents
It is evident that Hancock county is

in m;
Sworr. to before me end .obtcrihed
18**
of
presence this Stta day
Notary Public
■ .Ke.ll
ioternall)
■ tfali’a Catarrh Medicine 1. takenthe mocoa
on
aaci act. through the blood
teetimoniali
surface, of the «y»tem. wend for

Soft.

OBITUARY.
bwn

Teat of a Good Husband.
Our position is simply this: That no
man Is % good husband who doesn’t
notice when he comes home that the
ilttlug-room curtains have been moved
to ths dining-room.—Dallas Neva,

j

■

>

]

trip

Mr*. Mildred Norwood returned Sunday from Manaei. where she has spent
Mr*. Charles Rich will care
two weeks.
for her until her daughter, Mr*. Mary
Rich, return* from Portland.

June 10.

K
BA

VJUDE.

Bowden, who bee been at wort
Island two months, is at home.

Hester I.
on

Bong

Mrs. Barker and little eon ol Connecticut, witb her sister, Miss Uoodwin, are at
tbe Goodwin cottage.

Capt. F. N. Ctoaaon. schooner E. A.
Whitmore, arrived home Sunday. He
will load lumber from Whitcomb, Haynes
A Whitney, lor lslesford.
C. A. C.
June 10.
Getting Some Place.
“Selfishness don't git you nowhere,"
said Cncle Eben. “De iimn dal makes
de most of his opportunities Is de man
; dat makes de most opportunities for
other folks.”

|

The Blood and ihe Brain.
Among the many important physiological
(acta that should be as well known by people

generally as they are by phyaictaoa, la the
dependence ol the brain lor Us proper nctloa
on the vitality of the blood.
If this la Impaired, the blood affords so imperfect slim
ulons to the brain, and, as a neceasary eonsequence, languor and Innctletlyol the entire nervous system follows, nod n tendency
to headache
It

la

or

faintness makes Its appear-

probable that no other mediolae ever
produced has done more In the way of revitalthe
blood, making it pure and rich, than
ising
Rood’s Sarsaparilla, which should certainly
be glean a trial Where there is any reason to
believe that the blood la defective la quality
or deficient ia quantity—ddet.

STATE OF
Cocstt

or

Hancock

MAIN*

an.

Kluvokth Municipal. Court
T S lb* following entitled net tout n »<* peak
JL IRC tu eaid court, th.j» same being lien
1917. *d
•cUont for uoDtld Uttf lor the
the following described itMh la Surry, iiaat*K« county, Maine, to wig:
Docket No. MO*—ft. D Benttb. co'J. vs Prank
Cnrter and certain Ison described in aaid
writ as follow*, to wit; 1- Job* Groan lot
(so called auk buildings, bo nailed <>* tue
west by the Kfebwny and on all ether aides by
Land at bs»d of
la ad of L. U. Morgan. 1.
Morgan's B*y.
Dock* Ni>. M16-&- D-HniUUcoll.es. Heirs
of Hiratn C. kUck sod certain land described
in said srk as follows, to wit: One undivided
bait of a lot of land bounded on the north by
land of H. T. Carter; on tbn east be Morgan’s
Bay ; on the south by land of H Black and B.
K. Laudage; and on the want by land of fc. K.
Land age.
Dock as No bill-ML D. ttsnitL. cUL es Heir*
of laaisn Black and certain land d«scrib«d i>
Own undivided
said writ as fol aw*, to wfc:
half of a lot of land bounded on the north hr
land af K T. Carter; on the aaat by Morgan**
Bay; ©o tbe aaatb by land of U. Black and, fc.
K. Caadage; aud on the west by Land of R. fc.
Candage
Docket No. HIS-B. D. BoOth. coll es fteory
Black and certain la ad desevihed in said writ
Homestead, bounded on
aa follows, to wit:
the north by land of Hiraas and Isaiah Black
heirs; on the east by Morgan's Bay; on tbe
s utb and west be land of K. E
(bandage.
1.
Fart of A J. Green lot, bounded on the
north and west by land of Alton L'arter; on
tLe east by land of <J O
Hassell heirs and
others; on the south by land of W. G Kieh
and ft. *4. Emerton. t
Land bought of Alton
Carter, bounded on the north by land of Anon
Carter; on the e*ai by lend of Henry black,
A J. Green lot. eo called; on the south by
land of W U. Rich; on tbe went by land of
Alton Oartnr.
It ie ordered that notice of the above entitled actions be given to all persona Interested in the real estate above described by
publishing this order for three weeks successive!* lu tthe Ellsworth Amerloas. tbe last
publication to be seven days at least before
the Bret Tuesday of August, a. rt. l»i*. that all
persons interested in said real estate may ap
pear in said suits If they see flt
Kanav L. Cnarrann,
Judge of the Ells worth Municipal Court.
A true copy.
Attest -T. F. Mahoksy, Recorder.
*
iMti iiui.im.

I

I

f*“
all peraoua interested iit ettner of t&
tatea hereinafter otiutd.
Ala pro
court held at 'SUsworVt* «* *£*
'• *
lot it.fc county 4 Uau tK ji.. uu Uur «
Late
our
day o( June, w iue >eur of
1
oot ttutuMud rb>« huo<V*d
,p*j
and oy ad jour jac ui from tbeftaAjth •**

To

Juu^a. d. 1911..

follow! «s matins
r|MlK
X
seated fot the
i'i»n
at

Prt*

having, been
theenupcJ:

al.er indicated. it Is fetreby
bonua tbcreo*. be giver* tu a!i

ef*ie*rd

Mraon*

T*\
::

»**■
***

oopy of Uu* order W
*®r
ll'/tf we*Ju» autcaaajrei)
putjtsbed
El aaortb American, a cewaiatper pubU-*b«
at El Is worth, in **'« countju that
r*> *‘
appear at a probate eourt tctbe b«:d av
*■ ®
wssrtb on the scownd day of July,
ma. at tan of tbua clock uu the
and be beard tberwan if itas* see csum
>*
WelliaMoa P. B.aek. Mia of D«4h»m.
Jkurriain U#i:uaW®
•aid county, dactasaed
»
purporting to be Ube lam will and te*i- 1
of said decease*!, toweUMrr wiib jetitlou
probate thereof and los the appiintuisn*
the executor aUboat (iviof boud. pre*lae**1*
by Katrlcb U. Duuu, Uir executor
named.
CLA*K.
Wllim.BWtKAI((l B.
■ul Coatv »t Sllawortfc. U»t
<W* ul lauue. lit Uao T«*r of oar LwA
Wfconsand win* bendred and tMbteenAction aa»>*1•,■
Oaau K.
estr*,

by carding

a

****'',ruj7.

“*

A troa cap;.
AiMat.-T.xaat B.

Moljii, Actio*

,,'W

ttrr^“

xptu.u Solute.
CADTIOB JfOTlCK.
paraooa art krrebj
trusting or extending
Carter, on nay account,
contracted by her

AtL

Cora E.
no bills

Verona, Maine. Jane 10,

»9»g

as

I »ba

pay

o.aris.
P- Cs*T**

draft. WRITER’S PEN IS FREAKISH

army

THE

fob seventy-nine men
from HANCOCK COUNTY.
,,

LBAVH

ON

MONDAY.

ELLSWORTH FOR CAMP
2*~UfTT OF MUN-

Jl’NK

CALLED.

the local board
C»ll»
Hancock county men to
to-de.r (or ninety
in Ell«worth Saturday, June 22,
for camp Monday, June
prepared to leeve
The cell ie for aeventy>n.
2) ,1 12.23 p.
but eigbty-one will be sent,
nl„e men,
will ito ont from

jnpce'r

»« alternates.
l the last nine celled ere
the number of men reThis cell bring#
in class t in Hancock
county

<n

mllning

fifty.

down to about

Following
in Ellsworth

the

are

at 5

men
m.

celled to

appear

June 22:

107

p.
Parker W Kennedy, Nortbeaat Har-

HP

Harvey P

bor.

.Staples, North Penobacot

M Tripp, Lamotne.
M Milne, West Sullivan
Ernest I> Wllcomb, Hull's Cove
614 Harvard Q Jordan, Ellsworth
ttti Herbert O Cloason, Hrookaville
1071a Forrest I. West, Lamoine
1271 Maynerd L dray N. Brookeville
1277 Kaymoud A Bowden, Bucksport
IjOOa Frederick 1 Haalam, Amherst,
134.1 Winfield Merithew, Swan's Island
13W Horace H Li scorn b, Bar Harbor.
Itsi Shirley N Reynolds. Northeast Her.
HSe Pearl B Tainter, Brookltn.
m«i Liuwood Chick, Great Pond.
1304 Ueorge C Wardwell, W BrookaviUe
1547 Elisna Young, Qouldsboro.
154S Kay S Blaisdell, Fleet Orland.
Willie

j71
.VS
JUT

Douglas

Stephen C ltankin, Bucksport.
1530 Lrvl O Moulden, Swan’s Island.
15Vi William O Eaton, Doer Isle.
1501 Robert L Di x, Hancock.
1563 Shirley E Haraden, Bar Harbor.
1573 Herbert A Young, Uouldsboro.
15144 clarence S Eaton, Little Deer Isle
1500 Harold E (laslam, Waltham
1501 Roy B Orindle, BluehUI
1SW Ralph E Joy, Eastbrook
1602 Fred H Urann, E Butlivan
1610 Leon C Lord, Surry
1613 John H Snow, Bluebill
1615 Fred L Stratton, Hancock
1617 Maurice B Soper, Bar Harbor
1619 Thomas E Aatbury, Sedgwick
1630 Manfred L McDevltt, Ellsworth
1634 Ray E Moon, Hancock
1639 Ear! W Oilea, Keat brook
1635 Frank A Qrindle, Surry
1651 Elmore K Bichardaon, Aurora
1653 M.cbael J McGinnis, Bar Harbor
1656 Harvey W (Jinn, Orland
jS
1660 Harlan L Martin, Seal Harbor
ZZ
1681 Foster I Uerrish, Winter Harbor JZ
1873 Sony Anderaon, Corea
1078 Emery U Smith, Ltmoine
ZL
1853 George B Dorr, Bernard
a#
1690 Lester E Homer, Buckaport
1696 Gleaaon L) Foea, Hancock
1708 Byron E Feeney, Bar Harbor
1711 Harry C Grant, Seal Harbor
1735 Hulun H Ctoeeon, Sedgwick
1738 Seth F Stetaon, Southwest Har
lSsi

1746
1748
1750
1751
1753
1755
1760
1768
1768

Roy E Smith, Dedham
Harry T Eaton, Deer Isle

1774

Roy A Campbell, Bar Harbor
Stephen V Chapman, Baeksport

17X3

Ormand W Ha* lam, Waltham

1748

Samuel
James I

17*5

Enoch

Astbury, Ellsworth
Dodge, West Hancock

17Wi

McGinnis, Otter Creek
Freeman Gray, Buckaport

1*07

Howe K

1608

Bert

Rorner, Trenton

Ware, Aurora
ISIS Kay K Hodgkins, Bar Harbor
1818 Alton G tiroes, Deer Isle
1831 Harvey L Meader, Ellsworth
1*51
Willi. E Tracy, W Sullivan
1844 Clarence K Harding, Gott’a Island
1845 Emmons E Shea, Ellsworth
1854 Victor K Smith, Brooklin
lf&5 Frank Bradbury, Jr, W Franklin
Bennie B Jones, S Brooksville
18*4 Harold W Chalmers, Stonington
18"S

Alfred

1879

Charles A

1*83

Percy It Smith, Amherst
Ernest E Haskell, N Sullivan

1688

Sprague.
Roes,

Swan’s Island
Dedham

15S#4

Horace J

Ritchie, Amherst

1**5
1®9

Parker 8

Kennedy, Bucksport

19W

1913
1920

Alton L

Dorr, Orland
Pearl C Clark, Surry
Henry W Johnson, Sulliven
Herbert W Hooper, Sargentville
BiBW HK<

iffTKATIONft.

The number of men who have attained
age of twenty-oue since June 5 of last
as registering
in Hancock county
last Wednesday, is 184, two of whom are
aliens. Since then, cards have been retb*-

year,

eved

from

five who were away from
home, bringing the total registration up
to 189. Considering the number of enlistn>enta of men of this age, who were not
to register, the registration in
this county is well up to tbe average

required

expected.

T1IB

CLASH

4

MEN.

t

Considerable discussion baa been raised
by the order for the appeal of cases of
olaas 4 men, a* issued from tbe adjutant
general’s office at Augusta.
These orders
have now been superseded bo orders from
Provost Marshs! General Crowder, which
orders tbe return of all these cases that
have been appealed to tbe district board

to tbe local board for review.
*a
As a matter of fact, while tbe appeals
bad been prepared as ordered in all tbe
Hancock county cases, they bad not been
**nt up to tbe district board, so that tbe
ntw order will have no effect here
except
to cause e review
by tbe local board of the
cases.

2Uri>rrtt»rnunt*,

NERVOUS,

Many, If not most, writers have had
to bewail the occasional freakishness
of the pen In putting down on paper
something very different from that Intended by Its author, says a writer In
the Westminster Gazette. Readers of
Sir George Trevelyan’s "Life of Macaulay” will recnll the historian's horror
when, too late, he discovered that he
had written In the Edlnhurgh Review
that "It would be unjust to estimate
Goldsmith by “The Vicar of Wakefield,’ or Scott by "The Life of Napoleon." when he really Intended to
say that It would he unjust to estlmnte
Goldsmith by his "History of Greece.”
There was, too, an amusing slip of the
pen perpetrated by the grave Sir Archibald Alison In Including Sir Peregrin*
Pickle Instead of Sir Peregrine Maitland among the pallbearers at the duke
of Wellington's funeral.
Another striking Instance of the pen
mechanically writing something not Intended came under notice the other
day on the title page of a reprint of a
once famous book, Jane Porter's “Scottish Chiefs.” This edition, published
some years ago by a well-known London house, describes Miss Porter as
“author of 'Pride and Prejudice,' ‘Sense
and Sensibility.’ etc., etcl" Doubtless
the ('hrlstlan name of "Jane" Induced
the slip. All remember, and nearly all
—Charlotte Bronte was one notable exception—love Jane Austen; not so
many remember Jane Porter.

GROW POTATOES FROM SEED
Experts of University of Washington
Use White Fruiting Berry Which
Has Almost Disappeared.
In in effort to restore the old-fashioned potato seed, an experiment Is
being made In the garden of the UniThe white
versity of Washington.
fruiting berry of the potato, which was
found everywhere a generation ago
and has now almost disappeared, was
used to plant a patch, and the fruiting potato plants are being raised.
With them have been planted a number of potato tubers In the usual way,
and the latter have grown much more
rapidly than the plants which have
developed from the seeds. The object
In seeking to produce potato seed
again Is that crossing of strains can
be secured In this way, lending to a
more wholesome condition of the plant.
When propagation Is only by the roots
there is no chance for cross-fertilization. and the same strain of potato
will In time give out.
The experiment Is being conducted
under the direction of Assistant Prof.
John W. Hutson of the department of

botany.

Pearl M McFarland. Bar Harbor
Merl V Orcutt, Surry
Arthur E Cushing, Bucksport
jjj*
Leon V' Eastman,
Buckspoi^
Everett A Cousins, Brooklin
Cheater Williams, Franklin

1790

There Have Been Many Imtancee of
Authors
Mechanically Saying
Something Not Intended.

RUN-DOWN,

HAGGARO-LC:$*''
Women and men suffer fro-1 b’
ond nerve conditions for winch it 1
impossible to conceive of a bet:
remedy than flood’s Sarsaparilla a d
Peptiron taken in conjunction, o;:e
before eating and tbe other after.
These two great medicines aid es-b
Other, and it is economy to take both,
• fonr-fold benefit
being derived.
Peptiron is the ideal iron preparition—no injury to teeth, no constipating effect. All druggists.
C. L Hood Co, Lowell, Mass
_____

Boy Builds Locomotive.
railroad locomotive,
detail, which has attracted the attention of the railroad officials of several Pacific coast lines,
is the handiwork of a boy living In
A

miniature

complete in

every

Portland, Ore.
The tiny tocomotive, only 45 Inches
In length, was built to test a new Invention of his on a fire box. It Is operated by steam, generated by oil fuel,
and Is equipped with airbrakes, an
Interior throttle and reverse levers and
gears.
The engineering department of the
Southern Pacific company borrowed
the model and figured out Its weight,
power, and all other statistics In the
same manner that they would figure on
To their sura full-sized locomotive.
prise, they found that the tiny engine
developed one-quarter horsepower, and
on a level track httd a hauling capacity
of one and 4 quarter tons.
A Nose Like a Hound.
Sheriff Frank Cushman says that It
he hadn't a "nose like a hound” he
would hnvp lost two of his prisoners,
He Is
says a Belfast (Jtfe.) dispatch.
Juller as well ns alierlff, and In making
the rounds of the Jail he smelled fresh
paint. He followed the scent to the
cell occupied by Leroy Carter, who Is
serving the last of a Jail sentence before beginning a two-year term In state
prison for breaking and entering. Carter and Winnie Crocker, sentenced for
larceny, occupied the same cell.
He found that the men bad sawed
off a bar at the window and replaced
It with a broom handle painted black,
having found some paint In the Jail
corridor, and another bar was nearly
sawed off. They were evidently waiting for a favorable time to make a
break.
The prisoners were placed In separate cells.

Phonographs In Air.
The phonograph Is proving a useful
adjunct to observation officers on duty
In the air. These officers, forced to
keep their field-glasses continually on
the positions they are observing, have
found considerable difficulty In making
notes of details as quickly as they see
them. Observation airplanes are now
fitted with a registering phonograph
Into which the officers speak through
an acoustic tube.
Thus all the points
the airmen have noted are correctly
recorded for future use.
Not Much Impressed.
"You told me you would give me
your answer tonight.”
“Did I really do that?” asked the

FOUND ACONTINENT
Captain

Nathaniel B. Palmer in

Front Rank of Explorers.
Stonlngton, Conn.,

Wit

Birthplace of

Brave Sailor Who Wae the Firet
to Discover Land in Great
Antarctic Ocean.
American sailors have in more than
Instance proven, while following
their pursuits, to be explorers of the
first magnitude.
This fact la recalled In the case of
Capt. Nathaniel B. Palmer, a native of
Stonlngton, Conn., a port that once
supported a prosperous fleet of merchant vessels.
Captain, Palmer, when twenty years
old. discovered the Antarctic continent.
Today Captain Palmer's old home In
the quiet seashore town of his birth Is
a place honored by resident and visitor alike, while a few miles from It, at
Noank, a famous old shipyard, hearing
atlll the name of Palmer, Is perpetuating the traditions of the locality by
turning out ships for the new merchant
marine, under the construction program of the United States shipping
board.
Captain Palmer was an actlv*
strong, aggressive character. When as
a lad of eighteen he made a voyage on
the brig Herallla as second mate, It
chanced that he was landed at the
Falkland Islands to kill wild bullocks
for meat, while his ship sailed away In
search of an Island of which the Yankee captains had heard vague stories,
but had never seen.
In the absence of the Herallla an Argentine vessel, the Ksplrito Santo,
touched at the Falklands for water.
Iler captain told young Palmer that he
was bound for a place where there
were thousands of seals.
xne Argentine sailed away nerore
the Herein* came back; bat on his
Tfwrl'i return. young Palmer Insisted
that she put after the Esplrito Santo,
in hope of finding the strange Island.
This was done, and after many days*
sailing, the Yankee brig found not only
the veasel she had followed, but Islands to that time unknown In North
America, the South Shetland*.
In 1821, Nathaniel Palmer, as commander of a Stonlngton sloop, the
Hero, sailed again to the South Shetland* for seals. Finding the seals nearly exterminated there, he sailed farther and farther in search of new sealing grounds, stopping only when he
sighted land not laid down on any
chart There were numerous Islands,
and beyond them a wild coastline and
dim mountain*.
One night the Hero lay becalmed In
a thick fog that enveloped her like a
blanket After taking the deck at midnight for the middle watch. Captain
Palmer was astonished when his man
at the helm struck one hell, to hear the
sound repeated twice. The same thing
happened at two hells and so on
through the watch.
Superstition had
not left the sens in those days, and the
men of the watch deck were alarmed.
At seven hells the fog lifted a little,
and two men-of-wur were seen not
After the
more
thnn n mile away.
United States ensign was run up at
the main peak of the Hero, one of the
warships sent a boat alongside with an
Invitation from Commander Belllnghausen of the Russian navy for the
captain of the American sloop to come
on hoard his ship.
Captain Palmer went Just as he was
dressed—In sea hoots and sou’wester.
The scene was one of Impressive contrasts when Captain Palmer stepped
Into the commander's luxurious cabin.
The polished, accomplished Russian
commander Insisted on sitting down to
luncheon with the rugged young Yankee In sea hoots, a meal that Captain
Palmer found elaborate, after the fare
on the Hero.
The Russian officer had been two
years on a voyage of discovery. He
examined keenly the chart and logbook of th Hero, and questioned Captain Palmer at length concerning the
land he had found.
Finally tlie commander arose, pincen
his hand upon the young captain's
head, and said: “I name the land you
have discovered 'Palmer I.and’ In your
honor; hut what will my august piaster say, and what will he think of my
cruising for two years In search of the
land that hus been discovered by a boy.
In a sloop only a little larger than the
launch of my frigate?"
Islands named for Peter and Alexander are still so designated on charts
of that part of the Antarctic; but the
land found by the boy captain of StonIngton appears on every chart of that
part of the world as "Palmer Archione

pelago."
It was nearly 20 years after Captain
Palmer's discovery that the rim of the
Antarctic continent was explored, by
an Englishman, Sir James Itoss, of the
famous Erebus and Terror expedition
Women

Gain

on

Men.

Professor Phillips of Amherst college believes that the American women of today are physically much finer
and stronger than the women of yesterday, and that If the women continue
their physical Improvement In the succeeding generations as much as they
have In the last generation. It will not
be many centuries off when the American women will be as physical equal
and It aa the American men.

popular beauty.
“Good heavens! Have you forgotten
that I asked you to marry me?”
“Why—er—while the maid was doing my hair I kept thinking there was
something or other I had promised to
tell you tonight, but I couldn't remember what It was.”

Hla Fata.
"If he ever geta to the front Jim
will be hit the Bret
thing with a
■hell.”
“What makas you think so?"
"Tho law of natural aflnlty; he's
such a nut'*
_

a&brrtiBtnunts.

MORE MEMBERS IN PIG CLUBS
Big

Increases Seen In Many States,
With Consequent Influences on
Meat Production.

Harvard

University

Dental

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Despite laek of pigs in nearly every
the
fiscal year that ended June
state,
rtO, brought pig Increases In the membership of boys' and girls’ pig clubs,
with consequent greater Influences on
meat production, according to the annual report of the bureau of animal
Industry, United States (Jepartinent of

EQUIPMENT:
INSTRUCTION:
WAR SERVICE

agriculture.

and

specialists In as many
supervised the work of 21,0011
members, a membership increase of
Thirteen

states

OPPORTUNITY:

90 per cent. This work was carried
on in Alabama, Arkansas, California,
Georgia, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Massachusetts, Nebraska, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Oregon and Texas.
The number of members reported
showed an Increase of 148 per cent
and now Is nearly 30,000.
Financial aid by bankers helped
largely to make the clubs successful.
As an Instance, bankers In Arknnsas
Inst yenr furnished purebred pigs to

School

The best and most up-to-date of any school of its
kind. Laboratories, operating rooms and entire
building have every facility for thorough work.
Leading dentists in Boston and vicinity have charge
of this work. Association with these men is invaluable, notonly from a technical point of view, but in
a practical way.
The demand for graduates of this School issteadily
on the increase, and this demand is certain to continue after the war. Big opportunities are open to
help wounded soldiers and (ill the place of dentists
who have entered the service. Present conditions
offer a chance for rapid advancement.
The graduates of this school lead the profession in standing
and a lucrative practice.
For catalog address

EUGENE H. SMITH, D M. D., DEAN, BOSTON, MASS.
MARRIKD.
ROYAL-DRUOAN.
marriage of Mit-s Sara

The

of

Royal, daughter

Mrs.

MAINE CE NTRAL RAILOAD
Frances

morning at 7 o’clock, at St. Joseph’s
Catholic church. Rev. P. F. Flanagan
officiated, celebrating nuptial mass.
The bride wore a travelling suit of tan,
with white hat, and carried white sweet
peas. The bride and groom were attended
by Miss Martha Royal and Carleton M.
Royal, sister and brother of the bride,
and Miss Margaret Downey and William
Scott. Miss Royal wore old rose georgette
Both
crepe, and Miss Downey blue silk.
wore white hats and carried bouquets of
After the ceremony, a wedding breakfast was served at the home of the bride.

Among

Pig

Club Boy Preparing His
Winner for Show Ring.

May 20, 1918.

the

guests

were

Rev. P.

F.

FlanaMass.,

gan, Mrs. Drugan of Brighton,
mother of the groom, and Mr. and
McNabb of Pittsfield.

Prize

After

wedding trip,

short

a

Mrs.

Mr.

1,

ber

As the notes run from 12 to 15 months
the pigs themselves will pay for their

at 38 Breck

avenue.

Hard Fighter.
Some country folk cull the kingbird
the bee martin, because he occrsional!y In his insect-catching life snaps up
bee. The kingbird loves the orchard.
There, while his mate is covering the
pggs, he takes to n tree top to look
aver the landscape and the skyscape.
When a hawk or a crow comes In sight
the kingbird is off for a battle In
which he does all the fighting. Occasionally, he takes a ride on the enemy’s back for a yard or so, pecking his
hardest to make his victim exceed the
speed limit.

Kingbird

cost.

That the pig clubs are Influencing
production Is Indicated by plans
In several states to have clubs send
carloads of fat hogs for competition
at fairs or stock shows, after which
they are to be marketed co-operatively.

meat

ORGANIC MATTER AIDS SOIL
Humus Formed When It Decays Helps
Hold Available Food Till tho
Plant Can Use It.
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Mrs. Drugan will return to Brighton,
where they will be at home after Septem-

1,800 of the 2,100 pig club members
on 6 per cent .lnterest-bearlng notes.

BAB HARBOR TO
Bar Harbor- lv
Sorrento.
Sullivan
Mt Desert Fy ar

—

snapdragons.

MAINE
Central

In Effect

Agnes Royal of
Drugan of
Thursday

Ellsworth, to Edward Andrew
Brighton, Mass., took place last

a

Organic matter serves many pur*
poses In the soil. In decaying It helps
Thought Kept Him Alive.
make plnntfood In the soil available
Murphy was making his first trip
ns well ns that In the organic matter.
across the Atlantic, anil he felt unThe humus formed when It decays
I speakably awful. He failed to contill
the
available
hold
plantfood
helps
1
nect the fact of his being on the briny
the plant can use It. The organic matocean for the first time with his agony,
ter makes the soli more friable and
The doctor came to him ns he tossed
less likely to puddle and cake Into j
about In his berth. “Cheer up, man,”
erosion.
hard lumps. It also reduced
he said heartily. “I know you're feelThe organic matter plays a most Imj Ing rotten, but you're not going to
portant part In the soli and as It de- die.”
Murphy opened horrified eyes.
cnys It needs to be added quite often. j
"Not going to die?" he walled. “Faith,
The best form In which to add It Is as
That was
doctor, I thought I was!
manure, nnd the land should every few
| the only thing that kept me alive.”
years be put Into some crops as grasses or legumes which also add organic
HOKN.
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notice to conductor.
signal
Sundays included, t Daily, except
IT Daily
5 Sundays only.
except
on

s

on

or

Saturday only.

DANA C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine.

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnaa
Work and Jobbing.

J

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

matter.

REJECTION OF POOR HORSES
List of Vices That Should Cause Animals to Be Cast Aside as
Unfit for Work.
For any purpose the following vices
should cause the horse to be rejected:

Balking, backing, rearing, kicking,
striking with the forefeet or running
Less Important vices are:
away.
Throwing the hend up or down, shying, scaring, breaking loose when tied,
resting one foot upon the other, grasping the bit between the teeth, rolling
with the harness on, or switching the
tail over the lines. Occasionally the
last-named vice causes the horse to
kick, in which case It becomes dangerous.

HEAD—At Ellsworth, June 4, to Mr and Mrs
Merrill R Head, a daughter.
LEACH—At Penobscot, May 31, to Mr and
Mrs Karl R Leach, a son.
LEACH—At Orland. June 6, to Mr and Mrs
Ira Leach, a daughter.
PARKER—At HIuehill, Jude 4, to Mr and Mrs
John A Parker, a son.

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention
or mall orders

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone

MAUKIKI).
BURRILL

PENNKY At Dedham, June 5.
by Rev I) N Beach. Miss Marcia E Burrill,
of Dedham, to Rev Hugh Peuney of Montreal.
CA RT K R RO B E RTdO N A t B1 u e hi 11, J u u e 4,
r>y Rev Rov M Trafton, Miss Martha Carter
to Oeorge L Uobertsou, both of Bluehill.
HAMMOND—DORR—At South (iouldsboro,
June 2, Miss Marjorie Dorr, of < herryfleld,
to C Herbert Hammond, of South (JouldsRAY
RICHARDS—At Brower. Juue 4. by
Rev Charles \ Moore. Miss Gladys Evelyn
Ray, of Brewer, to Clifton Sweetser Richards, of Hucksport.
ROYAL— DRUGAN —At Ellsworth, June ft, by
Rev P F Flanagan,
Miss Sara F Royal, of
Ellsworth, to Ed ward A Drugan, of Brighton, Mans.
—

178-2.

Albert N. Cushman

—

—

to all details.
Telephone
prompt!) atteuded to.

E lectrician andContractor
Supplies
Building
Estey
Electric

and Fixtures
Ellsworth

Telephone 37-11

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
NAPHTHA CLEANIN6

All Kinds of Laundry Work.

Goods called for and delivered

NECESSARY FEED FOR FOWLS
Many Poultrymen Give Regular Supply
of Sour Milk or Beef Scrap—
Grit Is Essential.

Many poultrymen can give the fowls
a regular supply of sour milk; If not,
a hopper of beef scrap should be placed
where the fowls can get at It Hoppers |
of grit and oyster shell are also neces- j
Don’t forget the green feed.
sary.
Mangels are one of the best and most
convenient forms that

can

be used.

TOOLS FOR SAVING OF LABOR
Important That Commercial Grower Should Have Right
Hoe, Cultivator, Etc.

BLAISDELL—At Bangor, June H, Monroe
Blaisdell, formerly of Ellsworth, aged ‘29
HELL—At Otis. May 30. Lester H Bell, aged 4
months. ‘27 days.
CUNNINGHAM—At Bucksport, June 7. Oscar
Porter
Cunningham, aged 7! years, 8
mouths, 8days.
CONNERS —At North Brooksville. June 8,
Clara, wife of Prauk Conners, aged 64 years,
4 mouths, 7 days.
DRUM ME Y—At Ellsworth, June 6, William J
Drummev, aged 57 years, 11 months.
GRIN DELL—At Ellsworth. Juue 5, Mrs Catherine Griudell, aged 76 years.
lllGGINB—At Ellsworth, June 8, Harriet F.,
widow of Joatah H Higgins, aged 86 years,
2 months, 18 days.
HIOG1 NS —At Bar Harbor, June 8, Clinton B
Higgins, aged 48 years.
HUTCHINS- \t Penobscot, June 11, Clarence
L Hutchins, aged 89 years. 11 months. 18

Exceedingly

Are you certain you have the most
efficient tools for the saving of labor? This Is an exceedingly, Important
question to every commercial grower. j
An enormous amount of time may be
lost by not bavtng the right hoe, cultivator, drill, etc.

Ellsworth. Me

State 8treet.

CLOTHING
Small

but

selected

well

stock

at

money-saving prices.
Repairing of all
DAVID
Main Street

kinds

FRIEND
Ellsworth

ProCrsBlonai Catfia.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

HPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPKWKITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
gent Colon Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of rort*
*ud, for
furulshing Probate and Surety Bond
Ageut Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Ellsworth, Me
Re moved to 1 School St.,
A

IN

M

KMOItlAM

sad hut loving memory of our dear son
and brother. Harry Lee Davis, who passed
away June 12, 1917.

IN

An angel came one evening.
She came to gather flowers,
And from amongst the lilies
That eve she gathered oars.
Like ivy on the withered oak.

When other things decay.
Our love for him will still keep fresh,
And never fade away.
Parents, Brother and Sistbbb.

ATTENTION TO WORK HORSES

SWjtrtiBni.nii*.

Animals 8hould Be Permitted to Get
Poer From Lack of Care During Cold Weather Season.

H. W. DUNN

Work animals should not be allowed to get poor from lack of care during the winter, but there are probably
more animals Injured at this time by
over-feeding than under-feeding.

Special attention to parcel post work
M. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors

Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite and Marble
Monuments, Tablets and Markers
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Mi

POTATOES EIGHT
[iETThey
Save 'Wheat.'

When you, eat labtog

U.J. POOD

ADPUpflMtATlCM

0‘ien the mailorder house Unde a
4W* whose local merchants do not adWtrtise, it fattens its catalogue mailing
et.

Stotmearona

of Children

Thousands

do

parents

THaiir

not

know

it

*

of

itching

_

the

rectum, short

had

telephones

■

information.

installed

visit

from

a

Tyler
for

a

in

ami horsemen keep con- \
stancly on hand a bottle of

WHITES
GOLDEN
TONIC

Uordou is at home from North

Irvin Hollins and family

were

are

at

Mrs. Ella

visitors at home.

M. Smith,

winter with her

sou

who
at

Aas spent

the

Lowell, Mass.,

is

with
daughter
Mrs. Vernon Smith,
Pauline, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Ella
Hardison.

Ralph Somes of ML Desert is with his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Good-

Swelled

Legs,
Distemper.

Yellow Water and

PRICE\

60c\

This great general tonic
and blood puriti
riner is genuine
health insurance for your
Sold at drug and
horse.
general stores, or sent postpaid. Money back if not

satisfied.

KIMBALL BROS It CO.
ENOSBURu FALLS. VT.

THE SAME IN ELLSWORTH FALLS
Ellsworth Falls Residents S|»eak
Out For the Welfare of the
Public.
It is Just the
here

as

same

in

Ellsworth;

in

Ellsworth Falls

our

friends there

apeak out in the same glad, earnest way
as so many grateful Ellsworth men and
women
have spoken
in these
columns
for years past.
John Lake, stone mason. State St.,
Ellsworth Falls, Me., says: “About four
years ago, my back
and at times 1 could
was

all

bent

ever.

was

lame and

painful,

hardly gut about and
My work causes more

less strain

on my back and I think it
lot to do with bringing on the
trouble. 1 had fainting and dizzy spells.
or

had

a

via
fact, 1--in
pretty bad shape. I
different kinds of medicines, but
aney I 'lls did me more good
v
n
others
combined. This
than *«11 *».e
-,

tried

aimpt,

£r*'t I)*'an s k,<1‘
ask for a kidney refi)*dy
Mr*
that
nev
Pills -the
sail*#
bad. Foster-Milburo CoM Mfgrs»’ Buffalo,
N. V.
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of Bar Harbor

is

visit-

county

will be a concert by the members
Sunday school at the church here
Sunday evening, June 16.
Pearl Coombs will leave to-day for Bar
There

of the

resume

work

as

^Ciiunuoddo j-.icX

tt

Astray

When

|

The warden of L- street Jail In
New Turk city sat at his desk busily
working on some records when there
walked Into the office Dnrld Itascom
from a little rural community tucked
away In the far hills of Vermont. He
was a pathetic, wizened figure ns he
stimd there In agony and emharraa*tnent twirling his hat and waiting for
the warden to look up.
There was
heart hunger In his e.ves that smote
the man at the desk with pity.
“Is Joseph Itascom a—a prisoner
here?" lie liuully stammered. lie could
hardly bring his tongue to say the
word.

“Yes," said the warden promptly.
a young man by that name
brought In night tiefore last for burglary. Struck me as the wrong kind of
fellow to be In that business; too Innocent- looking
and
too
straightforward-appearing. Are you his fatherT"
“Yes," said the old man as he
dropped wearily Into the proffered
“We had

engineer at the

Otbo Smith, who has completed bia
third year at Bates college, has enlisted in
the navy. He will leave to-day for B<*ston, after spending the week-end with bis

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Smith.

chair. “I don't see how he ever came
to do that sort of thing.
It Isn't ne- i
count of the sinking of the Isabel ;B.
cordin' to his brlngln' up. Me and his
Wiley, commanded by Capt. Tbomassen. j mother never had
no education to |
His courage and coolness are what might
«I>eak of, but we wns always honest, !
have been expected of him.
and brought the children up strict
Mrs. Julia Hutchings went to Bar Harlike.
He’s been In New York loss'll
bor Tuesday to see her nephew, Harold
si* months,”
Hodgkins, w ho was at home for a furlough
“Wait a minute and Til call him tn i
before
graduating from the Harvard
and see what he has to gay for himw
hen
be
will
school,
training
enter4the
self,” satd the warden as he touched
service.
a button on the desk.
Mrs. H. G. Worceater, Vho |iC,an InIn a few moments a clean, opentensely interested Red Cross worker, faced
young fellow was brought tn by
will donate the proceeds of the sale of
a
guard, and one of those agonizing
and
flowers
bulbs
from
her
scenes thut only lalls behold ensued.
garden, which always attracts so much
When the first shock of the meeting
itteotion.
was over the warden said to the young ;
June 10.
Echo.
Friends here

were

interested

in

WALTHAM.

“Now tell your father and roe how
got Into this scrape.
Nothing
you say will be used against you at
have moved their
for tbe summer.
your trial.”
"When I first came to New York,"
Mr. and Mr*. Marcus G. Strout* and
the young man began,
"everything
infant daughter Kern, of Bradford, are
went all right.
I got a Job and found
guest* of Mrs. St rout’s parents, Mr. and
a good boarding bouse.
1 didn't feel
Mrs. W. H. Kemp.
homesick at first, because I was so InTbe many friends here of Mr. and Mrs.
terested In my work through the day.
Austin Giles, whose home is here, but
and at night It was Interesting to go
who have resided in KUswortb the past
out and see the sights.
But after I
year, were pained to hear their little
used to my Job and had seen most
five-year-old
daughter Beatrice was got
of the sights I had more time to think
seriously ill.
and to get homesick and lonesome. The
June 10.
L.
?olks at home didn't write, and I didn't
know anyone here. I used to alt In my
BOOTH BROOKSVILLK.
room evenings and picture the tomaW. C. Bates is home from a
trip to toes ripening on the window sills at
Staten I-land, N. Y.
home, and I could see my mother movMisaKomola lioldernea* is at home, after ing about the yard In the sunshine
spending the winter in Washington, D. C. and dad plowing In the hark forty. I
Kusaell G. Condon and wife are (receivcould almost smell the apples In the
orrhard and hear the dry corn leaves
ing congratulations on the birth of a sou.
rustling, and It all made me so homeMrs. Madeline Dmdman of Waltham,
sick and lonesome I just had to go
Mass., is at her old home here for tbe
That was
out and walk the streets.
summer.
the way I ran into the gnng I was
Mrs. Adelina Black’s daughter
Annie
caught with. I guess they used me ns
and children, from
Washington. D. C. are a tool.
Anyhow, I got caught at the
visiting her.
first attempt."
The schooner Joanna Durgaiu, (Japt.
"That sounds straight, and If I'm
SitnpadD, discharged freight at the steam any Judge of faces I guess It la
boat wharf recently.
straight,” said the warden. "I want
J une 19.
C.
you to get your story before the Judge
Your record
through your attorney.
has been clean til! now. and I think It
LOSES FINGER TO ENLIST
will make a difference In the sentence."
The trial was held and the facts preOregon Patriot Believed to Be Firat to
"Sentence sussented to the Judge.
*
Make Sacrifice to Get
pended,” he announced at the close,
Into Army.with a gniffness of voice to hide his
Then he added, looking at
emotion.
Baker. Ore.—Gordon Aloxts French, the father. “If I had my way I'd Ima Baker man, is today a member of his
pose a Jail sentence on parents who j
Uncle Sam’s army because he had a
let their boys and girls come to this j
finger taken off. French is believed to
city and don't write them at least
be the first man to get rid of a finger
twice a week to let them know that j
so he conld get lnt<t the army.
some one In the world cares for them
French applied for enlistment some
and Is thinking of them. More young
time ago and was refused because the
people go wrong In this dty from lonesecond finger of his right hand—the
someness than we shall ever know.
trigger finger—was permanently bent
You should have bad backbone to
In on the palm as the result of a j
stand alone, young man. But as your j
childhood Injury. The recruiting offij parents are partjeeps crimluls, and I \
cer told him that was all that stood
I can't sentence them. I'll suspend your
between him and service.
Next case!”—Youth’s Comsentence.
French had the offending finger am- j
I panion.
at
the
second
and
now
putated
joint,
Is the proud possessor of a uniform,
Hooverlzed Country Breakfast.
with prospects of an early chance to
Excerpt from the Hooverlzed food
“get the Huns."
experience of the man who edits the
Notes” column in the KanLAND FOR ITALIAN SOLDIERS "MissouriTimes:
sas City
“The friends who entertained us
Law Proposed In Rome to Award Rewarned us that they were living very
claimed Acreage to Fighting
frugally and proved the assertion at
Men.
every meal. For example, for breakfast one morning we had nothing bnt
Rorae.—It Is proposed that a special
cereal and real 'ream, home-made
law be passed by parliament to ausausage, fried potato cakes, stewed
thorise the state to expropriate all barfruit, hot bisenit, two kinds of preren and uncultivated land, which shall
serves and coffee.
The menu for the
be divided among the soldiers who
next morning, as announced the night
have been at the front and reclaimed.
before, was nothing but waffles, and
For this object It Is proposed that $8,that’s all they had. with the exception
000,000 be set apart and that excess
I of bacon and eggs and a few little side
war profits, taxes Imposed on men exdishes. We horrified our hostess that
empted from active military service
morning by eating o.ily 29 waffles. Our
and the proceeds of enemy property
allotment was 27. and she said it was
confiscated and sold In Italy be utilized
unpatriotic not to clean the platter.’*
for
the
|
purpose.
The sum so formed will be used for
Beautiful Feet in Hartford.
the creation of a consolidated loan at
We have ohserved thai a large ma3H per cent and will serve for the
expropriation of all land that yields jority of the men who traverse out
residential streets in this time of snow
less thsn 2 per cent.
and Ice wear overshoes of some kind
and that the large majority of women
of
Stitches.
Strength
do not. Whether It is woman suffrage
Tests made by the bureau of stand
or plain recklessness that accounts for
ards In Washington prove that seaiiu
this difference we mnnot say. It cansewn with the double lock stitch art
not he because overshoes are unbesewn
with
th«
those
than
stronger
for those wearing
coming to a worn
less
weakened
and
are
stitch
shuttle
them look very tr*
Hartford Conr
the
thread.
of
by breaks
ant
W. A.

Googins

^United

tbejac- i

you

George L. Jordan
families; to Lamoine

and

States Tires

Good Tires

are

Now is the Time to Make Your Tire
Buying a Business Proposition
Now,

in this time of war, it is
necessary than ever to buy
tires for permanent economy.

made them
tires among

easily

selling light

cars.

Hundreds of thousands of motorists have found that business judgment in tire-buying leads straight to
United States Tires.

The same quality is built into all
United States Tires—into the small
sizes as well as the larger sizes for
heavier c3rs.

more

The

phenomenal growth

popular

biggest-

Select the United States
Tire that fits your particular
needs. Our Sales and Service Depot dealer will gladly
help you. Then stick to it.

of United States Tire Sales is
positive proof of this fact.
The unusually high quality
of United States tires has

We know United States Tires

the most
of the

owners

are

good Tires. That’s why we sell them.

C. L. MORANG,
JOHN W. PARIS,

Ellsworth

Sedgwick

All Heat Within-All Cool Without
Light the New Perfection Oil Cook Stove—put on the cooking—take up your
knitting—your time is your own. You don’t have to stay in the kitchen.

But you won’t have to leave it, for while the New Perfection turns every drop
of kerosene into clean, intense heat, it concentrates all the heat inside the chimney.
The New Perfection lights at the
touch of a match and gives instant
heat, without waste. Cooks fast or

slow,

without

watching.

Gives gas-

comfort at the cost of kerosene
—and frees you from the drudgery
of coal, wood and ashes. That's why
3,000,000 are now in use.
Made in 1, 2, 3 and 4 burner sizes,

stove

with or without cabinet top. Also
4-burner stove with heat-retaining
Ask
oven and cabinet complete.
your dealer about the New Perfection
Water Heaters and the regular New
:rfection ovens—none better.
se

SO-CO-NY Kerosene.

convenient and

Clean,

inexpensive.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

j

‘•os ivviaizaw -"i * ‘o
*•

Lloyd Hodgkins

ing here before going to Aroostook
as a Junior Volunteer.

Led

Folks Failed to Keep In
Touch With Him—Whole Sermon In Judge’s Comment.

home

Smith and Maynard Hodgkins

week-end

Big City.

Home

from (Jouldsboro.

Harbor to

preventive and reliable remedy for Indigestion,Loss of Appetite,

Youngster Easily

Jay

week.

Louis burg.

as a

ness in

visit in Tremont.

win.

GUARD
vYOUR
J Hundreds of farmers

Incident Shows Peril of Loneli-

their homes.

family have returned

Dalton Reed and

Norman
ttte re I p dels stickingj»*t on tongue,
Grown
slow fever.
starting during sleep
folks are subject to worm* also.
The one best reiue 1} i* Dr. True’* Elixir,
Laxative and Worm Expeller.
the Family
Mrs. Curtis of Houston,
Good for adults als
Texas, believe* ibis and writes that she will
be glad to tell her friends of the benefits she
Get a botile to-day at your
has received.
Write for further
dealer's. 40c. 60c and •!.

a

Atwood Merchant have

Will Rollins and

worms

NOT ALL HIS FAULT

FRANKLIN.

Milton, Mass.

at

in children are: Destomach. swollen upper lip. sour
stomach, offensive breath, hard
and full belly with occasional
griping* and pain* about the
navel, pale face of leaden tint,
eyes heavy and dull, twitching
eyelids, itching of the nose.

ranged

WEST

Mrs. Matbaurs has returned from

Have Worms
Symptoms of

NEWS

COUNTY

a»h

wr u

Tmjifmtgmfinp g
.:::".::::::'a-S3sril
COAL CONSUMERS MUST
BUY VINTER. SUTPIY NOW

J
j

|

|

NEW PERFECTION
OIL COOK STOVES

|

FOOD
VEJL WIN
THE

¥AJl

WEDNESDAY"

I

PRIMARY CANDIDATES.

jMitttisrmrtna

flfromiarmrmft

omplete Met of Those Who Will be
Voted I*or In June.
Below is R complete list of republican
•nd democratic candidates for nomination
for national, State and county offices, who
will be voted for in Hancock
county in
the primaries on Monday, June 17:
C

Costs

REPUBLICAN,
roa i* n it an state* senator.

you

Bert M Fcrnald
FOB

John

of »ny cheapCu you think
the ordi*»v to overcome
kind* of eicknoiMi, thnt
everybody bn* occa-

REPRESENT ati v a to congress

Peters

A

...

.Ellsworth

roa oovBRNoiu

Carl E

MUliken.Island Falls

',rT

roa stats auditor.

,,iriy
^Mlly,

It real economy to have

(7Vo

a

This condition often leads
,lVrious (line*** relieve it with the true
-h i’ tnade only by the L*. F. Medicine
Mo. Ask your dealer.
0., Portland,

ing, while games

were

and local treatments in the
form of snuffs and vapors onlv irritate
and do little if any good.
To correct catarrh you should treat
it* cause by enriching your blood with
the oil-food in Scott’s Emulsion which
is a medicinal food and a buildingtonic, free from any harmful drugs.

(oca

were

on

corn

and

music

body

Try it.

It is helping thousands.

be nominated.)

to

roa county attorney.

K

Whiting.Ellsworth
roa CLCRK or court*.

F

Mahoney.F.llsworth

Bertrand

K^'lark.Bar Harbor
roa aaoisTBR or naans.

William O

roa SHERIFF.

Ward

Wes colt.Bluehill

W

Lcg*( 3fotia>.

roa county commimuonbr.

Winfield

pKOItATK, NOTICE*
la hereby gfcrn (hat the following
appointments ha9w been made by the

BTreworgy.Surry
roa county TaBAsraaR.

N-’OTICB
Probate

Horace F W’escott.Ellsworth

within and for the county of
of Maine:
gaacock.
Frank K Hibley, fare of Somerville. atate of
MaaaacbQaetta. dtceaoed Alice B. Hibley of
A»d <K»merfUit, appointed executrix of the
iUt will and testament of aaid deceaaed; date
«fa»aliScat ion May 14, 1918. Not being a
•wideni of the Hfale of Maine, she haa ap
seated Lincoln H. Hlbley of Blueblll, in the
tcaatj <*f Hancock and Htate of Maine, aa her
i|col In «ald Htate of Maine, ac the law dlf'urt
Mate

1.

(lass

George

A

Phillips.Bar Harbor
(last H.

Wiley

C

(Zonary.Buck sport

Claw 3.
Fred L Mason.Ellsworth
Class 4.
Zetins B Conley .H toning ton
Class 6.
Franklin
Boyd A Blaisdel!.
Ivory H Foss.Hancock

lacta

Clou tt.

DEMOCRAT.
roa cm it an

I Young
8., at Portland.

states

co

murks*.

Edward Chase.Baring
roa OOVKBMOR.

attended the

roa

Charles B

Day.Richmond
roa rtATa brmator*.

(Turn

j Joseph
Carrol

to he

nominated.

J

C Hsrmsn4.. Btonlngton
J Dunn.Gouidsboro

14, l»i«.

roa COCWTY ATTOBNBV.

Oeorge K Patterson. late of liucksport, in
isM count*. deceaaed.
Krle it White of
Mc&eaaru. Middlesex county. Maaaacbueettt.
t&pou.ltd administrator of the estate of said
deceased. date of qualification April ». 1918
Not betog a resident of the State of Maine, he
kw appointed Art me L. White of Burkaport.
:e :&«
county of Hancock and State of Matur.
mhi* agent lu aaid .nlate of Maine, as (he law

William B Blaisdell.Sullivan
roa Clark or cocrts.

John

A

Stuart.Ellsworth
roa jrooa or raoaata.

boys of the high school to join
junior volunteers included Arthur
Cole, Waldo Wakefield of Prospect Har-

Marion

The

McIntyre

The

helped

in

concluding
Camp Fire girls.

number

was

by

drill

a

the

being

rendered.

given to the Red Cross.

were

Wednesday evening, May 29, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert F. Richardson gave a reception to the graduating class, faculty, and
others associated with the school. After
a few minutes spent in social converse,

Sargent and Miss Kate
Russell rendered ibree delightful piano
duets, followed by a vocal duel by Or. and
Mrs. Philbrook, which was much enjoyed.
Mias Bessie

Clark

most

a

manner, and in response to
to»d a
humorous
anecdote.
(MIUllUlStruLCR UI

poaedly

written in

IIIC IJIHBM Ul

193S,

Nellie F. Harvey.

Htrawberry

prising-

served,

were

around the

school

eight

BU|I*

by Mina
of the

names

rather

all

sur-

by

rows

terrace

which

young

a

ladies,

was

the

West

Mrs.

Sullivan

Red

The
Mrs.

yarn to be knit into socks for the Red
Cross. The yarn, as well as material for gun
wipes given to the Junior Red Cross, was

by Miss Emery of Boston.

brilliancy
a

of the

natural

executed

by

presented

a

At

NORTH

who

spent

held

Henry Linscott.
Young returned Friday

a

Everett

who has

JrJcFarland

are

at

in

will

a

The

hall.

living

place,

has

on

the

moved

Hubbard.

Howard and Miss Lunette

Charles

Walter J Weeks.Caatine

Bar Harbor last week.
Mrs. Etta Grindle was called to Bangor
by the illness of her sister-in-

last week

will

law, Mrs. Cora Grindle,

be

oi qualification
May it, 1918.
£vt;ya k Donnell. .a‘e of Franklin. In

roa cocvTY cowmissu nek.

teiacu; date

caiaiy
k.uecr.

roa cocnty Taatscaka.
aaid

Carletou a. Donnell, of
aaid county, appointed adminis-

dec seed
in

trator of

[fir ri.altt

aaid
ivis

deceaaed.

u«

date

of

q-an*ideation May 7.
Harriet numb, late of C'aatine, in said
ur*e«aed. * harlea K Me luaaey of
*iiiue. appointed admmUtraior of the
H.ue o. *ai‘i i.eceaaed; date oi
qualification
8%/ 7. I9D.
W. ( ro»«4ii, late of Buckaport, lu
Warren L v leruent
adttiauti, dr r.aed

birthday party was given at the home
N. Trundy Saturday evening,
her seventy-seventh
birthday. A tine
time is reported.
L.
June 10.

S.

re-

the
Sylvester spent
niece, Mrs. Paul W. j

her

At the
sophomore recital Tuesday
evening, Lois Guptill was awarded first
prize, and Hazel Barbour, second.
The graduation exercises of the high

HOW SHE BANISHES BACKACHE
Mrs. Effie E. Kleppe, Averill, Minn.. writes:
“I was at a sanitarium tnree weeks at one
time, two weeks another time, for rheumatism a ad kidney trouble and got no relief. On my return home I began using
Foley Kidney Pills and found immediate
relief; a half bottle completed the cure.”
This is further proof that these wonderful
give relief where other treatments fail.
requaled for weak, uore, aching kidneys,
bladder, back, muscles or Joints.—Moore’s
Drug Store.

Sills

r

n
a:*
Hd< kiport.
*lie e»-*
ol aa.d
•caiton Mat 7. I9*J».

appointed
deceased;

adtninla. ratur
date oi quail

***••■• m
l;t.h. late of Caa ine. in sail
at;., deceased.
t£ iward li. We*t of said
*ai nr.
appointed administrator of the eala.cef aa.ti ucce.aed; date o|
qualification
■•J 7. 181
Uar»me M Hooper, late of Sedgwick, in
•aiu^oou >. .eceaeed.
Juiiau U. Hooper of
*‘d n Ugaicr.
appointed administrator of
r*:aie ol aaid deceased; dale of qualifitatton May 7. iy,a.
fw

‘»ated

a;

*

a.

Cu»*

y

K.Dworth. tliia
d. mis.

Mecca a

K

twenty-moth day

Acting Hegiater

OF rOKKCLOHI

of Prohate

ICK.

John Moor* of Ellsworth. H»nVTH KKKA8county,
HUklc of Maine, b> bis
k

to

dated April 4, 1877. and rer«ed ii. Hancock
county registry ot deed' j
*®°k **7. page Ml,
conveyed to Monroe
v
Trenton, said county, a certain !
,* of°* r<>*1
situated In said Ells
bounded on tbe north by laud of
I!■k
lf; on lbe ft*’, on the main road |
u«5i
*,ro«* Ellsworth to Mariaville. known!
ifie nee
ro«d; on ib« south by land of
“Wstuarland homestead, and in the w*st j
°y Ike <0,tl rt»*d
leading to Mariaville, and
"UiniuK »ereoly acres, more or less; and |
***** •*,t* Monroe Young assigned said
“*e lo fc*ver®fti H. Oreeley. which as
*j»»
taaeut was dated Nov. 11. 1878, and recorded
“ld
r**gt*try in book 448. page 1JU; and

1

■V^v

«f4A

k«id

toeeley assigned tne same to
Uarlaud. by assignment dated Dec. 8.
recorded in
,u -aid
said re,
registry in book 448,
Lr nt: *pd whereas said (iarland aasigned
v

—v.««

the undersigned, bv as14. 1818. aud recorded
ordtfa in
Maybook
in
440. page 184. and
■bs,"•••**r» t.
condition of said mortgage has
c?***
*
broket, now, therefore, by reason of
»,
lbt! conditiou thereof, 1 claim a
to°*
•closure of said mortgage.
Lmom H. Biowm.
bj his attorney, Lvwwoou F. Dilbs.
».
*7, 1818.
me.

NOTICE.
w

,)|'»T*1CT ('OUST,

•sisfc

IM

Kortlsnd, May

rules of the District
UU rt °*
nl ik.
«...
ik.
Disthe (Ha.
lh* United States for
-.-.ut,
Maine,
notice is
uuuce
is ncreoy
given, tnat
hereby givcu,
"U-LlAM B. BLA18DBLL of NORTH 8UL-

tristi#0?,t

vuat

UVAN,
tablet, has applied for admission

(;0*^~,rncy

as

and counsellor of said District
Frank Fellows, Clerk.

Dl8hOLUTION

OF

I'AKTNEKSH

11*.

partnership heretofore existing be*♦*. Charles 8. Cottle sud Bartlett

fir*» name of Charles 8.
Coou
ti#n*
this <*»y be«n dissolved by
and tbe business is lo be
wucucted by said Charles 8. Cottie. All bills
partnership should be paid bo
th*
»• Cottle, and all claims
partnership are to be psld by
er

aist*.?
coISu*.<***•••*»

again-? c.l»V‘«a
gainst

Sliswortb, May 97.

1918.

FAUPEK

NOTICE.

with the City of Elia
JlAVlNQ contracted
for those wtu
aopport and
lo

«av

^**lAtance during

care

five years begin
legal residents o;
persous trusting then
l* plenty of room_
iCtoirSi ?** as there is
**
lor them at the Oh;
“ k®UM.
A,THU. B. MlTCHHIX.
oia»

i-

*n<i are
HlsJSfL,#.^w»
* *°rbid all
on

*ar!?Ek0dmllwis ‘h5”

The ALLIES

I.

Gasoline is

one

Don’t

it.

waste

4

Allston

M

Hatch.Stoningtou

of war’s essentials.
Low grade gasoline is

waste.

Clan .5
No nomination filed
Class 6
Snow.Bluehill
Class 7
William S Holmes.Mt. Desert

Charles

A

THK KKI’UfcHKMTATIVK CLAHMBA.

The seven representative classes in Hancock county, by number, are as follows:
Class 1-Bar Harbor.
Class 2— Hue Its port, Orland, Caatine, Dedham and Verona.
Class 8— Ellsworth, Trenton, Aurora,
Waltham,
herst,
Otia,
Marisville,
Pis
8, 10, 21, 2*. 83.

Amand

Nations

Class 4— Stonington, Deer Isle. Sedgwick.
Eagie Island, Hog Island, Butter Island,
Bear Island, Pumpkin Islaud aod Look
Island plantation.

Class ft—Gouidsboro, Sullivan, Franklin.
Hancock. Winter Harbor, Sorrento, Eastbrook, and Townships 7 and 9.
Class 6—bluehill. Burry, Brooklin, Penoband BrooksviMe.

scot

Class 7—Mount Insert, Tremout, South
Island. Cranberry
Harbor. Swan 'a
laiea. Uuioiuv, Mt. Desert Hock and Marshall

So-CO-NY Motor Gasoline is the
It

surest

economy.
power by defrom
livering power
every single drop.

There is

conserves

no waste.

SO-CO-NY reduces the operating cost
of your car by delivering more
mileage
and more power per gallon.
Look for the Red, White and
SO-CO-NY Sign.
SO-CO-NY is

Blue

clean; powerful; quick

starting; reliable.

It

saves

power.

west

lalaod.
feel well with
Can’t look well, cat well,
impure blood. Keep the blo^d pure with
Burdock Blood Bitters. Kst aim ply. take
exercise, keepcleau, aud good health is pretty
• are to follow.
tl.'iA a bottle .—Adi*.
or

and

Doubters

23. 1918.

IJIR.SLANT to the
a
•.

kn^lid

Class 1
Graham..Bar Harbor
Cla*M k
^
Josh da E Groaa.Orlantl
(.lass J
Davis.Ella worth
George K
Daniel E Hurley.Ellsworth
H

Scoffers

f

District.

O-.

More Power to

BKrKsBNTATIVIU

Let Prejudice Hind You to
Life of Kheuinatic Torture?

Why
a

Be fair to yourself, you sufferer from
rheumatism, no matter what form. Uo
to C. E. Alexander’s or any good druggist
and get a package of Kbeoma, the guaranteed prescription.
Use the en%rt bottle,
and if you don’t think it has given you
quick and sure relief, say so, and you can

have your money back.
lau’t that a fair offer? Can you see any
deceit or red tape about it? What chance
do you take? Absolutely none.
Then get s bottle of Kheuma to-day.

It's a reputable physician’s prescription,
although different from remedies usually

and
free from narcotic
Kheuma aet9 on the kidfrom
neys and helps to fort* the uric acid
the swollen joints and other lodging
makes
it
in
a
It
day;
yoa
places.
has
you hopeful and happy in a week. It
released from bondage rheumatic sufferers
who thought nothing would give relief.
It should do as much for you—it seldom
fails.
Don’t mias this mouey-back offer. A
large bottle, sufficient for two weeks’
treatment, is inexpensive.

prescribed,

fectly harmless.

pleases

per-

in the

A

Edward F Small.Ellsworth
FOB

is

of Mrs. L.

Gerry.Bar Harbor
Mayo.Southwest Harbor

who

hospital.

roa auaatrr.

Byron H

were

WEST SURRY.

»a:u

Fred H

Austin

Kittleld visited his daughter in

roa aaoiaTaa or duds.

Wallace K Hinckley, late of BluehilL lu
county. d-ceaerd. Mildred C Hiucaley
f' »*id biuehl.i.
appointed administratrix of
tie mate of add deceased; dale of quail
teuton May 7, lilt.
Ualley dray. late of Harry, lu aaid county,
trccaaru
u>«r J. Cuttle of aaid Hurry, ap
pn* M admin atraiorof the Mliitof »*i<l de*

F.

L.

No nomination filed

directs.

spent the week-end

grandmother, Mrs. Angeline

friends

Samuel

The Century

Scott.

been

Harold

of Deer Isle

June 8.

present special attractions
evening.

W.

a

qualities.

by prominent citizens.

town

with

spending

in

DEfiR ISLE.

Fred

is

mer

life and drum corps,
hall, where ad*

both afternoon and
June 10.

week-end

Morey

saddened to learn of his death, at his
in Bangor, Thursday, after a
home

of

lying

Hed Cross dance

a

the

ac-

Torrey.

a

evening

Mrs.

Wilson

to West Hancock.
June 10.

submarine

by

Brewer,

of

launched

J. Beck and little son have
turned to their home in Washburn.

PARTRIDGE COVE.

Tripp,

will be

Mrs. A

Y.

June 10.

Otis

German

headed

Mayo

a

Charlena

with their

march to the town

theatre
from

Billerica, Mass., where he has been teaching. On his way home he visited in
Waterville.

Eaton’s for

Mrs.

Torrey

ball game will be played between
tbe Biuehill team and a nine from the
Smelling & Refining Co. In
the

field artillery,
Camp Devens, spent Sunday

family
few days.

A

Sherman

Mrs. Fred D. Eaton, with children, is
visiting her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
John Marshall, at Deer Isle.

be

for the ship in the inner bay will be
blown up. On the arrival of the supply
ship at the town landing, a parade will be

Thorsen, heavy

Elmer Davis and

will

wait

at

Lester E.

FOURTH.

American

at the home of

w

!

formerly

Rose Young.

brief illness. Mr. Austin owned a sumhome here, where he, with his wife
daughter, had spent several sumsupplies for the Hed (aud
mers.
He was a man of many tine

Biuehill to collect
Cross.

Later

the

Boston is home.

Arthur

j

Partridge Cove

bouse

few weeks at Mountainville.

celebration

liberty ship

noon a

dresses will be made

has

Miss

Parker Point to sail to South and East

and

LAMOINE.

Warren

i

at

Mrs.

of

the

re-

birth

REACH.

three, scoring 131

of medals and boxes

cigars will be given.

formed,

Phcebb.

Mrs. Susie

July

of

consisting

Prizes

for the

June 3.

errors was

devoted to athletic
sports including 100-yard and 220-yard
dat-hes, quarter-mile run, three-legged
race and tug-of-war; also an auto parade.

Mr. and

reoorts

Fourth

into

are

tbe

on

friend, spent Sunday with
her parents, John Marshall and wife.
June 10.
M.

their opponents* 81.

to

by

family

and

moved

Mrs.

committee and the Hed Cross.

son

Wednesday club met last week with
Emily Hill. Mrs. Hill distributed

contributed

and lost

Tripp

companied by

Tbe forenoon will be

and infant

visiting

are

guest

Otis

held in Biuehill under the auspices of the
Army and Navy club, the Parker Point

of

Mrs. M. L.

stationed

who

A

|24 given
Cross, also a fiO Liberty bond from
Schieffelin, a total of |74.20.
Bartlett

given for the
The grounds
of electric lights

was

Robertson

nine

won

runs

Mrs. Asa Hunker.

winter in

SAYS IT ACTED LIKE A CHARM.
Coughs, cold*, sort- throat or bronchial
troubles which persist st this time of tInvest usually are of an obstinate character.
That is all the more reason why a truly
reliable remedy like Foley's Honey and Tar
Mrs. Margaret
Compound should be used.
Smaie. Bishop,Calif., writes: “Foley’s Honey
and Tar is a grand remedy; more than is
claimed for it.
I was suffering from a cold
last week and used the medicine and it acted
a
like
charm.” Contains
no
opiates.
Moore’s Drug Store.
—

of

even-

Friday

afforded

minuet

about

gathered

campus

a

The
on

story,

has

ASH VILLE.

Mrs. Del mar

hits and 27

A total of 30

TO CELEBRATE THE

Leon Thompson of Boston *sa
Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Small.

piano and Bang college songs.

illuminated

affair.

A
iiflO,

were

merry gathering
ing, when a lawn party was
benefit of the Y. W. C. A.
were

encore,

ice-cream and cake

after which

normal
of

an

pot in at random,

of the statements

some

touching

read

was

As the

Dyke’a

Van

Dr.

gave

proceeds,

to

by the two teams. Of the twelve
games played this season, the academy

boys

S.

William

“The Lost Word,” in

The

lost

national game at Htonington, the academy
20 to 13, in the tenth in-

called away in the Junior Volunteer
The program was interesting

fll,

team

Saturday the team finished its
by a weird exhibition of the

schedule

service.

and well

baseball

wife

and

ceiving congratulations
of a son, born June 4.

owned

ning.
made

of the

some

McKay of Calais recently
parents, John W. McKay and

George Googius returned Sunday from
Harbor, where he bad* been for

16 to 6.

than

week

a

ball

Bar

have

sooner

held

account of

Olcott

Mrs.

were:

from Hallo well.

academy

on

program for camp Are exKmerron hall. May 30. The

A.

visited bis

Buckaport seminary in a loosely played
game at Buckaport, June 5, by the score of

was

training school

the

in the

John

Miss

the

A

S.

Kadiax and wife from Clevelind, O.; I medical treatment.
IJarbough from Sewickley, Pa.; Miss
Charles M. Martin

ter

enjoyed.

much

was

NORTH HANCOCK.

re-

children; Mrs. Gowan and Wal-

planned

children of

The

every way.
decorated in

wife.

and two

Harbor high school, will
be held at
Hammond hall Friday evening, June 14.

even-

in

the executive

to hold the annual

week

last

school

1.

of

28.

Arrivals

of Winter

Thursday

ball

success

followed the exercises.

academy Friday evening,

the

finally winning,

stage

statr Acorroa.

at

high

which added much to the

Bertrand G Mclntire.Waterford

union

the

The

Newbert.Augusta

Fred 8.

of

skmatok.

roa urasoniTATivK to

Mrs.

orchestra

of the

a

was

academy alumni associa-

voted

Winthrop Centre.
The junior exhibition

scene

KInver E

and

was

outing at the bungalow of E. P. Walker
at Dyce's head, at the annual picnic June

class members bad been

Fred L Cola.Brook?in
Lincoln II Sibley.Bluehill
ttas* 7.
George A Savage. .Mt Desert

tion, it

were

June 10.

meeting

recent

committee of the

Torrey
grand chapter, O. E. June

Ernest

department

reserve.
a

The teat-hem who are members of the
Oastine woman’s club enjoyed a pleasant

Mrs.

FOR KKPRRAIrtTATIV KS.

At

WINTER HARBOR.

^Wrs.

who was graduated
college this month, has en-

bor, Clinton Tracy of West Gouldsboro,
Kenneth 8uinner and Donald Wescott
of this village. They left May 27 for

ercises

Emery.Sullivan

naval

K.

0. Mayo is visiting in Bangor.

Mrs.

j
|

NOTES.

Raymond Parker,
from Colby

listed in the aviation

June 3.

NEWS

SCHOOL

played on the lawn,
porch and poppeanut booths provided an at-

The commencement exercises

CA8TINK.
NORMAL

cipal

the

in tbe town

Tbe
red,
beautifully
white and blue, and tbe class of seventeen
made a splendid showing on the stage.
It was tbe largest clasr ever graduated
from this school. Tbe parts were well
rendered and the music by
Marston’s
ing,
ball

C. C. Phillips ban been re-elected prinof the Bluehfll
George Stevens
academy for the ensuing year.

responded to an encore. Victrola
enjoyed throughout the even-

was

served

school

BLUE HILL.

traction.

Bloomfield, N. J.

COUNTY

roa jodub or proratb.

^artijiation.

May

and she

the

COUNTY- NEWS

brook sang a duet. Miss Dorothy Hughes'
solo dance was received with enthusiasm

Science has shown that nasal catarrh
often indicates a general weakness of

Arthur B Holt.Oouidsboro
Albert K McBride .Mount Desert
Willis A Ricker.Castine

hand to uee when you
*;tle alwsya at
if your food distresses, or
J^l bilioua or
^ headache*! Surely there’s nothin* William
the original “L.F."Atwood’a Medicine
bowels or chronic Timothy
I, relieve idow-acting

Beiien K Hodgkins, late of Sullivan. in
Ka.berine M. Atber
Aid county, deceased
m>b of Blue bill* In aaid county, appointed
fircutri* of the laat will and testament of
Aid deceaaed; date of qualification May 7.1918.
Barr J Preble, late of Mmltvan. In aaid
Katherine M
Atherton of
c:aaty. dreraaed
a»kili. In aaid county, appointed executrix
testament ol *aid deof the !a»t will and
dated; date of qualification May 7.1918
CharleaJ Treworgy, late of Kileworth. in
Aid count*. deceaee a. Owen H. Trwworgv of
Aid Rllewortb, appointed executor of the
.mi will and iniinrnl of aaid deceaaed; date
tf^aaiideation May 7, 1918.
Arthur H Sargent, late of Sedgwick, In aaid
roaatj. de.ceased. Henry W. Hergent of aaid
ladgetck. appointed a imlnlstrator of the
wi»t* of aaid deceased; date Of qualification
liar 14, in*.
Mary 1 Saunders, late of Bucksport. In
Hattie A. i>orr of
a; county. deceased.
Or.aad ana Klua M Pickering of Buckeport,
raid
Mb ii
county, appointed admin
jftraiort of ibe estate »>f aaid deceaaed. .date
«f qamid atioo May 7, 1818.
Viiiiam A Pert, late of Sedgwick. in a&id
o»«aty. deceased. Wrote* M. Bridge* of aaid
administrator of the
yr-it*- «• appointed
of <ai«l deceaaed; date of qualification

| WHAT CATARRH IS

_Scott & Bowne,

roa STATB SRNAToa.

frocks of deliDr. and Mrs. Phil-

in their

pastrl shades.

Hoy L Ward well.Augusta

than by uring a
—ctlv reliable prencriptiou or preparation
that eoeta only ONE CENT
,1 medicines

(lent

.Poland

charming picture
j cate

Saving Power Here
Means Saving Power There
STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW

YORJ^

aoumifrmnuft.

NEWS

COUNTY
DEDHAM.
wedding

A

Dedham

to

interest

of

people was that of Charles Albert Rom
of Bangor and Mit>« May Lilliau Parker
of Danfortb, which took place June &,
in Bangor.
Mr. Ross ia the non of Mra.
William Scott of Dedham, formerly of
Patten, and expect* soon to be called for
training for service in Ibe army. He ha*
a brother now in active service in France.

I,/a

The

1

of

annual reunion

family

J. F. Cowing June 8.

Mr*.
out

of

and

Thoae

from

were

Mra.

in attendance

town

Cowing

the

borne of Mr.

held at the

was

Water Powers in
Maine
Attention Is called to the
statement
in a former issue of this
paper that
during the past seven years many ot
the most nott worthy
enterprises involving power and storage development to the
extent of more than ho.ooo
horse power aitd an expenditure
of
large sums of money have been made.

Eunice McKay, Kobert McKay and wife
of Bar Harbor, Mrs. Nellie Cowing of
Weat Eden, Mr*. Alfred Tracy and daughter Lela of Hancock, Mr. and Mra. Alton
Houaton and family. Mr. and Mra. vtoorge
Pond, Mra. Arie Burr! 11 and daughter
Bertha of Holden. Mr*. Belie Joy and three
daughter* of Sullivan. Mr. and Mra. Iceland Cowing of Nicoiin.

TEAM WORK COUNTS!
caused the Mule to count Ten tn computing the Age of n Moth-eaten Octogenarian In the Audience. Whereupon
the audience forgot to Hooverlze In the
use of Kggg and Vegetable*.
But that didn’t conclude the Troubles of the Mule Minder* The Extortioners begun to arrive with their Accounts Due and Payable and the WageEamers In their Efforts to Economlxe
cut down on Industry's Diet
Industry
began to get groggy on his Pins, and
after two or three performances collapsed altogether. Whereupon the Mule
Minders held a conference and decided
that Agitator was the only man capable of handling the Situation, so they
sent for Him and asked his advice.
"The Mule's faking,” responded Agitator. “He needs a good Beating."

AN EXPERIMENT IN GROUP OWNERSHIP;
OR THE FABLE OF THE PERFORMING Ml'LE
Back In the Dark Ages of American
the Drench Accent had
found Its way to the Farm, aud when

Culture, before
the

Cabbage Coax era in our rura.
Districts still pronounced Vaudeville
“vawdavll"

Instead

there lived
Asset

was

name

of

a

of

"Vodeviel."

Showman whose chief

performing Mule.

a

the

Showman

was

The

tlon* of h Ford Runabout In a Field
of Superslxes.
"Where do you come In on the gate
Receipts?" asked the cunning Agitator.
To which the Muleteers responded ;
“He gets the Dough aud we get the
Crumbs."
And so a Delegation of Wage-Earners was sent to Intervlewr Wage-Fayer,

Wage-

Payer and

the Source of his Income
dubbed Industry.
Now it so happened that WagePayer had spent a number of tedious
was

yen-

teaching Industry

to

waa

ahe earned

pale

bination "The Octopus."
It infers
sixteen
corporations control
nearly all the water powers In Maine
and constitute ‘The Octopus."
Let
that

us examine into the component parts
of "The Octopus."
The owners of
the developed water powers of Maine
are well known.
The list includes:

per-

The Union Water Tower Company
of Lewiston and its allied interests,
the I’nion Electric Company and the
Androscoggin Reservoir Company,
the sources of power for operating the
great Cotton Mills of Lewiston

Cowing, in
honor,

Mi»a Hatel

roees

silk, acted

blue

maid of

a*

while the groom was attended by Rev.
Donahue of Kaatport.
After the

Jesse

reception

ceremony a
home which

Dainty

moat

was

refreshments

held at

was

Androscoggin Electric Company
supplies Lewiston and Auburn
light and power, and furnishes

The
which

the

tastefully decorated.
were

with
the motive power to the Street llailroad and to the Portland and Lewiston Interurbau Railroad.

served, and all

had

opportunity to admire the large collection of valuable and useful presents.
After the wedding trip Mr. and Mrs. PenMr. Penney
ney will reside in Holden.
is the son of Mr. and Mr*. Robert Penney
of

Montreal.

Alexandria

Hi*

were

June 10.

mother

and

The Rumford Falls Power Company,
which has developed the thriving
town of liutuford Falls and the pros-

sister

present at the wedding.
B.

perous
therein,

MANSET.

The International Ta|»er Company,
with its paper and pulp mills located
In seven communities of the State.
The Great Northern Paper Company,
with its record of remarkable achievement of building towns arid creating

spent two days last week In Bangor.
Mias Nellie Ellis has returned from

more

Boston.

She

has

employment

here

for

summer.

Mrs.

Anna

Allen

Palmer arrived last

ready for the

and

M»*s

Mildred

week, to get the hotel

summer.

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Keed have moved

McKinley to their new home here,
recently purchased of G. A. Ward.
Mrs. Fred A. Noyes has returned home
from the Eastern Maine General hospital,
from

where she

past few weeks.
at the Eastern
Maine General hospital with her little
son Philip, who
is
receiving surgical
Mrs.

“Such

a

Man

aa

la Known

aa an

Aglta-

has been the

Andrew Bennett is

treatment.

argent suggestion of AgiDelegate carried a knotted
cudgel to help along the peaceful Process of Arbitration.
When they proposed that they be given a larger Proportion of the Gross Receipts, WagePayer, who had become nettled by the
and at the
tator each

“Certain Clever
Stimulate the

Trick* Tending to
Sale of Chewing
Gum and Peanuts Among the
Gaping Audiences.**

Mr.

“My Friends, the Mule Suffer* from
Malnutrition."

INDUSTRY

■My Friends,”

II

J

"He Geta the Dough and We Get the
C rumba.”
threw up his
hands and cried In Classic English:
“I'm sick of this Job, anyway. Take
the old Mule and do what you want
with him. Good-bye, Good Luck, God
Bless Vou!”

Expenses,

calculation*

ae

Wage-

variance with the
Computations made by the Squad of
Husky Mule Tenders whom WagePayer had hired to minister to the
material Needs of Industry.
Now,
these Mule Tenders, who were known
as
Wage-Earners, had alwsys been
content with the Wages they were getting until there appeared In their
Midst a Man named Agitator, who
never did any Work himself but spent
his valuable Time In spreading the
Doctrine that the Laborer Is Worthy
of his “Higher.”
And *o Agitator took the Muleteers,
or Wage-Earners, to the Box office and
aroused their Jealousy by pointing out
to them the gladsome Spectacle ol
Wage-Payer raking In the fat Slmeol
eons with his right Hand.
They lost
sight of the fact that hi* South pav
was equally busy rolling out the sllvei
clinkers to a hungry crowd of credl
torn
They only had eyea for the In
take, and their hitherto substantia
Wages began to assume the proper
were

Mrs. Vida

phoned

Job

Anyway."

Specialist, and
Rest. Meantime, the
Wage-Eurners, somewhat I'anlostricken by the unexpected turn of Events,
set about putting Industry through hie
Faces for the Matinee Performance,
but never having studied uiule Fed a
gogy. they got their Signals mixed and
for

went to Bed

a

for

for

the

Joy

power for many a
year,- while It yet opposes legislati e effort to substitute

State.

development

Gardiner, whose broad-minded policies

developIdle

nerve

a

;

The
Hollingsworth
Company of Madison,

by the Commonwealth for stagnation by
the combine.”

sum-

are

Fred

Birlem

has

quite

been

family

The Cumberland

the Saco River Into a power house for
the City of Portland with
light, power and transportation.

moved

The Bangor Railway and Electric
Company that is to Bangor and Penobscot CuuDty the source of many and
vital activities.

summer.

Koy Bulger and daughter Hope
home
from
expected
Ellsworth

The

Mrs. May Stanley went to Bar Harbor
Saturday. Her daughter
Myrtle was
operated ujxm Monday, for appendicitis.
Elmer Spurling is expected home
from

Holbrook,

under treatment

operation performed

where

since

six

There

he

having

The Orono

Rooney.

will

be

preaching

here

Fred McCollum
visited

and

Mrs.

family

of

McCollum's

pany of Waterville.

people

Is it a scandal that the above mentioned corporations own a large percentage of the water power of Maine-

Sunday.
Sylvia Ash and daughter Marcia,
Bangor, are visiting here.

Are not practically all the developments, not only of water powers but
of every kind of enterprise of mag-

Mrs. Eugene Clark is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Frame Lowrie at Mt. Desert.
Q. S.

Googins

and

her

daughter*

nitude, made by corporations?
Has
How could it be otherwise?
Maine individuals of sufficient wealth
to conduct these important industries
without corporate charters?
to
If these corporations are inimical
the interest of the people, why does
the State charter them and allow

in-law, Mrs. Walter A. Googins, will
go to Ayer, Mass., this week, for a short
visit.

Elwyn Wilbur and family are spending
week in Brewer. Their daughter
Louise will be graduated from the gram-

the

j

school there.

June 10.

Gkm.

them to prey upon the public?
What would be the business
dition of Maine without them?

OAK POINT.

Alley spent the week-end
family at “Ledge Rock."
Mrs. J. W. Jordan, who has been visiting her son in Lewiston, is home,
**" Austin Phelps snd son Elmer returned Saturday from s visit in
MilDridge.
W. D. Bigelow and family of
Waahington, D. C., are at their cottage at Bhady
Raymond
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Publicity Agent

for
RL'MFOKD FALLS POWER CO.,
OXFORD PAPER CO.,
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER CO.,
UNION WATER POWER CO.,
UNION ELECTRIC POWER OO.,
ANDROSCOGGIN
RESERVOIR

OO..
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The Edwards Manufacturing Com'
pany of Augusta.
The Lockwood Manufacturing Com-
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of

Pulp

of Orono.

Sunday.
port

Com-

The S. r>. Warren Company, which
ha* made the Presumpscot River the
most highly developed water power
river in the United States.

weeks ago.

June 10.

Pepperell Manufacturing

lyiny of Biddeford, without which
that thriving city would become s
village.

Wednesday.
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Power ami
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Mrs.
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Light Company, which has converted

Mrs. Josephine 8’aniey of Southwest
Harbor spent most of last week here.
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The
Pejepscot Paper Company,
with its ailed companies, the liowdoin
Paper Company and the Lisbon Falls
Fibre Company, whose activities are
are so important a factor to the towns
of Brunswick,

spent three weeks.
Frank Johnson and wife have gone to
Northeast Harbor for the summer.

to

portion

The St, Croix;
1’sper Company
has created a new community and
added millions to the valuation of tin*

prohibited

where she has

mar
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water powers.
Being
from wiring that
power out of the State the
Octopus has done little to

total

the

UNDERSTANDING EACH OTHER.
War surely pulls people together,
sad Its effects In better understanding
among business men are already so
plain that If peace comes tomorrow
the new co-operative measures adopted by many of our Industries and
trades the last six months would go
far toward paying for the enormous
war outlay to date.
All the co-operation now existing
and planned between manufacturers Is
recognised by tabor to be Ineffective
without its whole hearted support, and
every day la strengthening the growth
of a new spirit among American workingmen.—Industrial Conservation, New
York.

cities ai d towns of the cet tral
of the State.

control

EASTBKOOK.
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“I’m Sick of

last week

Mrs. Richie Stanley
past week.

Wage-PayIndustry's pulse,

announced

Manufacturers, contractors or those
who undertake the production of anything that the market demands are almost Invariably considered the employThis Is erroneous; they are simers.
ply the directors of the Industry and
are themselves employees of those who
desire the product.
These directors engage the services
of other employees—manual workers.
etc.—In behalf of the purchasers of
the product
The purchasers are,
therefore, the real employers. The directors and the workers are actually
fellow caftsmen engaged In a common
service.—Industrial Conservation, Now
York.
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WHO IS THE EMPLOYER?

Whereupon Wage-Payer tied a wet
Towel about his fevered Brow, tele-

"The Muleteer* Were Known
Earner*."

corporations

ninety-one per cent of Maine's

CKANBEKKY ISLES.
Schools closed

au

Increasing

ic

The Central Maine Power Company,
supplying power and light to sixty

Lilac.

Juoe 10.

with his Hand on
"the Mule suffers from Malnutrition.
He is In a serious condition, but we
can pull him through If you follow my
advice. Bear one Thing In mind If you
would manage Industry so as to get
the Best out of him: You can't skimp
on his Food."
“But we don't want to manage him
any longer," chorused the Wage-Earnera.
“That'* what we got you back
for. We can wash him and curry him,
and feed him, when we have the Food
to feed him with, but we need some one
to put him through his Paces and take
care of the Flnancea.”
Moral: You can't shift Scenes and
run the Show at the same Time.—Industrial Conservation. New York.
er.

...

Mrs. Arthur Stanley, who
living in Tennessee six years,
visiting on the island, calling on

business.

A paper which is advocatiiifr State ownership says:" It
is said that sixteen sympathet-

relatives here last week.

Either they must persuade Wage-Payer
to ctime back on the Job, or starve to
death, so they pocketed their Pride
and sent a harry call for the former
Chief of Mysteries.

countless gallons of Midnight Oil
studying the Diseases that Mules are
Heir to so that He might keep Industry in the best of Health and Spirits;
for Industry, like all other Stage Artists. possessed a Temperament, which
varied with the condition of his Liver.
In return for the Effort He had expended in ie Education of the Mule.
Wage-Payer figured that He was entitled to a Fair Share of the Income
derived from Industry’s Performances,
but it appears that his arithmetical

*

and

have been
are

manufacturing enterprises
including the Oxford Paper

Company.

Noyes spent Sunday io Bangor.
J. L Stanley and
Stillman Dolliirer
have purchased new cars.
Mrs. K. G. Stanley and Gladys WhitBeaaie

the

Insists

that there is a combination of corporations that is hostile to the welfare of
Maine and tt calls this supposed com-

formed by Rev. D. N. Beach, of Bangor.
Mr*. Walter Stone, btr»elf a recent bride,
played the wedding march. The bride
waa gowned in white crepe meteor, her
veil caught up with valley liliea and

The Wage-Earners applied Agitator's
until their Bleeps ached, and then
came to the Conclusion that although
Agitator was a fancy Swimmer In the
Sea of Theories, he needed a Pair of
Water Wings when it came to practical application.
There was but one
Alternative left for the Wage-Earn.-rs.

certain clever Tricks such as would
tend to stimulate the Consumr»tlon of
chewing gum and Peanuts among the
gaping Audiences, and had burned

Ibe ceremony

belli of white.

cure

perform

But the Lewiston Journal

One of the prettiest church wedding*
ever witneased in to* n took place June 5,
at 4 p. m., when Mia* Marcia E. BarnII.
only daughter of Mr*. Ella L*. Burritl, waa
married to Rev. Hugh Penney, paator of
churches of Holden
the Congregational
and Dedham. The church waa beautifully
decorated by the young frienda of the
bride, under the direct ion of Mina Hasel
Cowing, with spring flowers, evergreen*,
potted plants and fern*, featoona and

ST. CROIX PAPER CO.,
CENTRAL MAINE POWER OO.,
ANDROSCOGGIN MILLS,

»
INTERNATIONAL PAPER CO..
ANDROSCOGGIN ELECTRIC CO.,
HILL MANUFACTURING CO.,
LEWISTON BLEACHERY A 1>YL
WORKS,
PKPPKRELL MANUFACTURING

CO.,

BATES MANUFACTURING CO.,
EDWARDS MANUFACTURING
CO.

